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ABSTRACT 
 

The explosion of genomic data during the last ten years and the advent of Genome-Wide 

Association Studies (GWAS) have led to robust statistical associations between thou-

sands of genomic regions and hundreds of phenotypes. However, any one associated 

genomic region can harbor thousands of correlated genetic variants, complicating the 

understanding of the underlying biological mechanisms that led to these associations. To 

address this problem, this doctoral thesis presents the development of the FINEMAP 

software for fine-mapping causal variants in these regions. 

In 2016, we solved the existing issue with the computationally expensive ex-

haustive search strategy of existing fine-mapping methods by implementing a Bayesian 

regression model and an ultrafast stochastic search algorithm in the FINEMAP software. 

We demonstrated that FINEMAP opens up completely new opportunities by fine-map-

ping the High Density Lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol association to the LIPC locus with 

20,000 variants in less than 90 seconds, while exhaustive search would require many 

years. With extensive simulations we further showed that FINEMAP is as accurate as 

exhaustive search when the latter can be completed and achieves even higher accuracy 

when the latter must be restricted due to computational reasons. Thus, FINEMAP is a 

promising tool for future fine-mapping analyses. 

Fine-mapping methods that use GWAS results also require Linkage Disequilib-

rium (LD) information as input in the form of estimates of pairwise correlations between 

variants. Motivated by feedback from FINEMAP users, we investigated in 2017 the con-

sequences of misspecification of LD that could happen when publicly available refer-

ence genomes are used. We demonstrated both empirically and theoretically that the size 

of the reference panel needs to scale with the GWAS sample size to produce accurate 

results and we provided the LDstore software to help share LD estimates. This finding 

has important consequences for the application of all fine-mapping methods using 

GWAS results from GWAS consortia in which accurate LD estimates from each partic-

ipating study are typically not available. 



 

In 2018, we implemented in FINEMAP an approach for estimating how much 

phenotypic variation can be explained by the causal variants. To demonstrate this, we 

applied FINEMAP to 110 regions across 51 biomarkers on 5,265 Finnish samples. We 

compared regional heritability estimation using FINEMAP with both the variance com-

ponent model BOLT and fixed-effect model HESS in biomarker-associated regions, 

showing good concordance among all methods. Through simulations with biobank-scale 

projects, we also illustrated how violations of model assumptions on polygenicity or 

unspecified genetic architecture induces inaccuracy to the existing heritability estimates 

that becomes more accentuated as statistical power to identify causal variants increases. 

Ever increasing GWAS sample sizes, soon reaching millions of samples, provide un-

precedented statistical power to decompose heritability estimates from polygenic models 

into heritability contributions from causal variants. 

In conclusion, this doctoral thesis shows that (1) the computational efficiency 

and accuracy of FINEMAP makes it a promising fine-mapping tool, (2) LD estimates 

need to be chosen more carefully than previously thought to avoid bias, and (3) large-

scale data sets provide new opportunities for fine-mapping to deduce a variant-level pic-

ture of regional genetic architecture. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Genetic factors contribute to complex human phenotypes, together with environmental 

exposures and lifestyle choices. The explosion of genomic data during the last ten years 

has remarkably improved our knowledge of the genetic basis of phenotypes and has cre-

ated comprehensive catalogues of genetic risk factors that affect hundreds of pheno-

types1; in some disease phenotypes independently of well-known factors2. Modern hu-

man genetics may truly be on the cusp of uncovering genes that could become drug 

targets for the development of new medicine, and thereby improve the success rate of 

drug discovery and development3. 

GWAS have been extremely successful in identifying genomic regions underly-

ing various phenotypes since the landmark publication by the Wellcome Trust Case Con-

trol Consortium in 20074. Since then, hundreds of robust associations between genetic 

markers and phenotypes have been discovered through GWAS for various phenotypes 

such as lipid traits5, coronary artery disease6, Crohn’s disease7, schizophrenia8, and type 

2 diabetes9. Robust GWAS regions point to underlying biological mechanisms of the 

phenotype, but any one associated genomic region harbors thousands of correlated ge-

netic variants, complicating the understanding of these mechanisms. Fine-mapping is a 

crucial post-GWAS analysis aiming to bridge the gap from GWAS to biology by refining 

the large set of variants simply associated with phenotypes down to a much smaller set 

of variants with a direct effect on the phenotypes, hereafter called causal variants, by 

taking into account the complex correlations between variants10,11. 

Conditional analysis12 implemented as stepwise greedy forward selection has 

been a standard approach for pinpointing causal variants. Conditional analysis starts by 

first selecting the variant with the lowest P-value from the GWAS and then iteratively 

selects the variant with the lowest conditional P-value until no further variant reaches 

the genome-wide significance threshold or until a prespecified number of iterations have 

been conducted. While conditional analysis is a simple approach, the procedure 1) quan-

tifies only the number of causal variants but lacks probabilistic assessments of the cau-

sality for individual variants, 2) becomes computationally expensive with increasing 
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number of variants to condition on, and 3) is unstable when the number of variants to 

condition on is close to the GWAS sample size. 

To overcome the problems of conditional analysis, fine-mapping methods have 

also been developed using methodology of Bayesian Variable Selection (BVS). These 

include exhaustive search13, stochastic search14-16 or variational approximation17. One 

earlier Bayesian fine-mapping approach circumvented the need for search strategies by 

assuming only a single causal variant in the region18, which is often not the case. During 

the last three years, there has been a surge of Bayesian fine-mapping methods that work 

directly on the GWAS results to avoid privacy concerns and the logistics of sharing in-

dividual-level genotype-phenotype data. Existing Bayesian implementations that use 

GWAS results and allow for multiple causal variants are CAVIAR19, PAINTOR20, CAV-

IARBF21, FINEMAP22, JAM23 and DAP24. 

This doctoral thesis presents the development of the FINEMAP software. FINE-

MAP is a program for 1) identifying causal variants, 2) estimating effect sizes of causal 

variants, and 3) estimating the heritability contribution of causal variants. FINEMAP is 

computationally efficient by using GWAS results and robust by applying stochastic 

search. It produces accurate results in a fraction of the processing time of other Bayesian 

fine-mapping implementations, and this makes it a promising tool for analyzing the 

growing amounts of data produced in GWAS and in emerging sequencing or biobank 

projects. 
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1 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 

Modern genetics research applies data analysis to uncover the genetic basis of traits and 

diseases in humans. Data analysis links genetics to statistics in three areas: (1) descrip-

tion, (2) inference, and (3) prediction. Descriptive statistics are used to characterize data. 

For example, genetic data can be used to visualize the geographic distribution of known 

genetic risk factors for rare diseases and to describe patterns of disease occurrence25. 

Attempts at inference use statistical methods to draw inference about some aspect of a 

population based on data from a subsample of that population. To identify potential drug 

targets, genomic data and disease status of individuals from a population could be used 

to infer statistical associations between genetic factors and the disease in that popula-

tion26. The aim of statistical prediction is to quantify the uncertainty about the occurrence 

of future events. For example, assuming that the genetic risk factors for a disease were 

known, risk predictions from genomic data could be used to inform medical decision 

making27. 

A major aim of modern genetics research is to reveal the biology underlying 

genotype-phenotype associations in order to identify drug targets for the development of 

new medicine28. This doctoral thesis focuses on inferential statistical methods for fine-

mapping genotype-phenotype associations. Fine-mapping holds promise for facilitating 

the discovery of the biological mechanisms behind genotype-phenotype associations. In 

the following, I will introduce core concepts and terminology in human genetics research 

and inferential statistical methods. Afterwards, I will outline regression modeling and 

how this class of methods is applied in GWAS. The review will finish with an illustration 

of BVS methods for fine-mapping causal variants. 
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1.1 Concepts and terminology 
 

1.1.1 Human genome 
 
The human genome is located in the nucleus of each cell and contains the information 

that specifies cellular functioning29. The genome is inherited from an individual’s parents 

and each cell carries two copies. The information content of the genome is coded in the 

chemical compound Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA). DNA is a double-stranded mole-

cule, with each strand composed of a linear sequence of nucleotides. A nucleotide con-

sists of a nucleoside and three phosphate groups. A nucleoside is a nitrogenous base 

connected to a deoxyribose sugar. There are four different nucleotides which are defined 

by the presence of different nitrogenous bases, which are Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), 

Guanine (G) and Thymine (T). The nucleotides adhere to a specific base pairing in dou-

ble-stranded DNA: adenine always pairs with thymine whereas cytosine pairs with gua-

nine. 

While most individuals in a population carry genomes that have the same nucle-

otide at a given position, there can be individuals with genomes with a different nucleo-

tide at that position. This nucleotide difference is called a genetic variant. Different nu-

cleotides at the position where the variant occurs are called alleles. There exist biallelic 

(two allele) and multiallelic (more than two allele) variants, but only biallelic variants 

are considered in the following work. The incidence of an allele in a population is de-

scribed by the allele’s frequency. In population genetics, the allele that occurs with lower 

frequency is called the minor allele. Variants with a Minor Allele Frequency (MAF) of 

at least 5% are typically called Single-Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs), whereas var-

iants between 0.5% and 5% are denoted as low-frequency variants30. The genotype of an 

individual at a variant is the combination of the two alleles of the variant. Let the two 

alleles of a variant be represented by letters A and B. The possible genotypes for the 

variant are then A/A, A/B and B/B. By counting the number of copies of the chosen ref-

erence allele B, the genotype takes the value 0, 1 or 2. 
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1.1.2 Linkage disequilibrium 
 

A combination of alleles at nearby variants are often inherited together from the same 

genome of the parent31. Such combinations of alleles are called haplotypes. The coinher-

itance of alleles causes population-specific patterns of LD between variants which is the 

statistical dependence of the genotypes for the variants. Let "# and $# denote the alleles 

at variant 1 and "% and $% the alleles at variant 2. A common statistic to quantify LD 

between the two variants is  

 

&' =
|&|

&*+,
	with	& = 12324 − 123124	and	&*+, = 9

min;1231<4, 1<3124> & > 0

min;123124, 1<31<4> & < 0
	, 

 

where 123, 1<3, 124, 1<4  are the population frequencies of the alleles and 12324  is the 

population frequency of the "#"% haplotype. An alternative statistic to measure LD is 

the square of the Pearson’s correlation coefficient B 

 

B =
&

C1231<31241<4
	, 

 

where B is the relevant statistic for fine-mapping methods, as shown in section 1.4.1. 

Although the Pearson’s correlation coefficient is defined for haplotype data, it is com-

monly estimated from genotype data. 

Figure 1 shows LD estimates as squared Pearson’s correlations for pairs of var-

iants in the PON1 locus on chromosome 7. The top of the triangle highlights each variant 

by a grey square. To obtain the LD estimate for two variants, the columns for the two 

variants, starting from the grey squares, can be traced until the columns intersect. There 

is clearly a block of variants in high LD in the middle of the PON1 locus, indicated by a 

red line. One way LD between two variants can break down is through exchange of the 

maternal and paternal genomic segments on which the two variants reside during sexual 
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reproduction. The process is called genetic recombination and has higher chance of oc-

curring between two variants if the physical distance between them is large32. 

 

1.1.3 DNA microarrays 
 

DNA microarray experiments have become a popular approach for the simultaneous in-

vestigation of 500,000 to 1,000,000 variants on a genome-wide scale33. Figure 2 shows 

a schematic of a DNA microarray experiment. Single-stranded DNA fragments from the 

individual being genotyped, commonly referred to as targets, are labeled with fluores-

cence dye molecules. After labeling, the targets are put in contact with a DNA microar-

ray slide. Fixed to the slides are numerous identical single-stranded nucleic acids called 

probes. A variant is represented on a slide by including probes which differ in their DNA 

sequence only with respect to the two alleles of the variant. Since the targets and probes 

are single-stranded, DNA microarray technology takes advantage of the specific base 

pairing of single-stranded nucleic acids with their counterpart. Putting the target DNA 

 
Figure 1. LD of variants within the PON1 locus. LD was estimated as the 
squared Pearson’s correlation between variants using the genotypes of 
27,294 individuals from the FINRISK study.  Each variant is represented by a 
grey square on top of the triangle. For any two variants, the squared Pearson’s 
correlation can be obtained by following the columns for each variant until the 
columns intersect. 

0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2

Squared Pearson’s correlationchr7 : 94,926,988 chr7 : 94,954,019
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in contact with the DNA probes on the microarray slide can thus cause the targets to join 

with their complementary probes to form double-stranded nucleic acids. Scanning the 

DNA microarray with a laser causes the fluorescent dye molecules to glow and high-

resolution images are obtained. Image analysis algorithms are used to quantify the fluo-

rescent dye intensities of the targets. Inference of the genotype of individuals at a variant 

is based on clustering the fluorescence dye intensities of the two alleles of a variant. 

 

1.1.4 Genome-wide association studies 
 

The technological innovation of DNA microarrays has enabled GWAS that test millions 

of variants for a statistical association to a phenotype. A methodological development 

called imputation has been an additional key analytical advance for GWAS34. Imputation 

uses correlations between nearby variants from a publicly available reference sample, 

such as the 1000 Genome Project32 (1000GP) or the Haplotype Reference Consortium35 

(HRC), with dense genotype data. These reference data are used for prediction of the 

genotypes at the subset of variants not determined directly from the DNA microarray of 

a large study sample. The use of imputation means that DNA microarrays can genotype 

 
Figure 2. Schematic of a DNA microarray experiment. Single-stranded DNA 
target fragments are labeled with a fluorescent dye. The labeled targets are 
put in contact with a DNA microarray slide. Each array contains numerous 
identical single-stranded nucleic acids called probes fixed to the slide. A probe 
represents one of the alleles of a variant. The fluorescent dye intensities of the 
annealed targets and probes can be used to infer the genotypes of an individ-
ual at a variant. 
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an individual at about 500,000 to 1,000,000 variants but a much larger number of ge-

nome-wide variants are actually examined in the GWAS. 

Figure 3 visualizes the results from a GWAS for HDL cholesterol levels in the 

form of a Manhattan plot. Each point displays the negative log10-transformed P-value 

from an independent linear regression of the HDL cholesterol levels of 21,320 individ-

uals from the FINRISK study onto genotype data at a variant as a function of the physical 

position of the variant. Genomic regions with statistically significant associations sup-

ported by many correlated neighboring variants show up as peaks in a Manhattan plot. 

Because millions of independent statistical tests are performed or the prior probability 

of an association is so small (see Box 2 in [4]), a very small significance threshold of 5 

´ 10-8 is used to guard against false positive findings36. 

For quantitative phenotypes, the statistical power increases with 1) study sample 

size, 2) MAF of the variant, and 3) effect size per one reference allele of the variant. For 

binary disease phenotypes, the statistical power further increases with the proportion of 

cases with the disease. For illustration, consider Paraoxonase 1 (PON1) serum levels, 

which have been reported to be inversely associated with systemic oxidative stress and 

atherosclerosis risk37. Figure 4 shows that carrying two copies of the T allele at 

rs1157745 results in a two standard deviation increase in PON1 serum levels compared 

to carrying no copy of the T allele. This result is supported by a genome-wide significant 

 
Figure 3. Manhattan plot for a HDL GWAS on 21,320 individuals from the 
FINRISK study. Negative log10 P-values (y-axis) from independent linear re-
gression of each variant are plotted against the variant’s physical position 
along chromosomes (x-axis). 
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P-value from testing whether the slope of the linear regression line is significantly dif-

ferent from zero. With a study sample size of 4,613 individuals from the FINRISK study, 

the statistical power between PON1 and rs1157745 is practically 100% because of the 

SNP’s large effect size and frequency of the T allele. 

The first large-scale GWAS was conducted by the Wellcome Trust Case Control 

Consortium (WTCCC) which was established in 20054. The WTCCC was a collabora-

tion of over 50 research groups in the UK to study the genetic factors underlying bipolar 

disorder, coronary artery disease, Crohn’s disease, hypertension, rheumatoid arthritis, 

type 1 diabetes, and type 2 diabetes. The consortium combined 2,000 cases and 3,000 

controls for each disease and discovered 24 genomic regions (P-values < 5 ´ 10-7). To 

improve the statistical power for variants at lower frequencies or with smaller effect 

sizes, a common strategy is to increase study sample size by meta-analyzing GWAS 

results. Recent GWAS consortia combine hundreds of studies throughout the world to 

investigate, for example, anthropometric traits38 in up to 339,224 individuals or schizo-

phrenia8 using 36,989 cases and 113,075 controls. 

	  

 

Figure 4. Distribution of 
PON1 serum levels 
among the three possible 
genotypes at rs1157745 
among 4,613 individuals 
from the FINRISK study 
together with the linear re-
gression line. 
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1.1.5 Heritability 
 
Genetic and environmental factors together contribute to complex human phenotypes. 

Heritability is a population-level parameter which quantifies the proportion of pheno-

typic variance that is explained by genetic factors39. The concept of heritability can be 

divided into narrow-sense and broad-sense heritability. Narrow-sense heritability con-

siders only genetic factors acting in an additive fashion, whereas broad-sense heritability 

considers all genetic factors including those with an additive, dominant or epistatic 

modes of action. High narrow-sense heritability, which indicates that there is a substan-

tial additive genetic component for the phenotype, can give an idea of how successful a 

GWAS would be in terms of finding genetic factors for the phenotype. 

 Traditionally, heritability estimates have been obtained using measures of 

Monozygotic (MZ) and Dizygotic (DZ) twins. Monozygotic twins are 100% genetically 

similar, whereas DZ twins share about 50% of their genome with each other. Since the 

environment is assumed to be similar for MZ and DZ twins, any phenotypic differences 

between MZ twins cannot be due to either of these factors. Hence, comparison of the 

phenotypic correlations between pairs of MZ and DZ twins provides an estimate of the 

magnitude of the narrow-sense heritability of that phenotype, albeit under a strong as-

sumption of similar environments in both types of twins. 

 With the advent of DNA microarrays, estimation of the heritability contribution 

from genome-wide significant variants in GWAS has become possible. However, this 

showed that variants highlighted by GWAS explain only a small proportion of pheno-

typic variance, much less than that shown by twin studies. This phenomenon has been 

called the missing heritability problem40 and has motivated research into methods that 

can estimate the heritability contribution from all genome-wide variants including those 

that are not genome-wide significant. Even still, estimates of the heritability contribution 

from the whole genome are typically much smaller than heritability estimates from twin 

studies. A possible explanation is that the heritability contribution of rarer variants, with 

MAF less than 1%, are not adequately captured by DNA microarrays and imputation 
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methods. On the other hand, heritability estimates from twin studies could be upwardly 

biased by considering non-additive genetic factors41 in addition to additive factors.  

Among the methods considering the heritability contribution from the whole ge-

nome, variance component models (as implemented in the software BOLT42) are based 

on the notion that estimation of the phenotypic variance explained from linear regression 

using all genotyped variants is equivalent to estimating the genetic variance with a linear 

mixed model in which the genetic relatedness matrix determines the covariance structure 

of the random effects. The assumption of these methods is that the phenotype is charac-

terized by a polygenic architecture, under which all variants have tiny effects on the 

phenotype.  

Recently, heritability estimation in genomic regions directly from GWAS results 

was introduced in the software package HESS43 under the assumption of arbitrary ge-

netic architecture and a fixed-effect model for causal effect sizes. HESS estimates herit-

ability through a regularized quadratic form built on marginal effect size estimates of all 

variants and their LD estimates. This is an alternative to computationally expensive var-

iance component models that rely on individual-level genotype-phenotype data. 

 

1.2 Inferential statistics 
 
Inferential statistics44 is the branch of statistics used to draw conclusions about some 

aspect of a population based on data from a subsample of that population. In statistical 

models, data D for E individuals is assumed to be the realization of a random vector F 

with probability distribution parameterized by a p-dimensional population parameter G. 

The population parameter G characterizes the population for which inference is of inter-

est. 

Let D ↦ I(D	|	K) be the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the distribution 

of F. Given data D and considered as a function of K, the PDF becomes the likelihood 

function K ↦ I(D	|	K) = ℒ(K	|	D). The likelihood function describes for each candidate 

value K the likelihood that these parameter values led to the data D. The most likely 
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candidate values of G are called Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLEs) KN, which are 

the values that maximize ℒ(K	|	D).  

The variance of KN is found by noting that the Hessian ∇K% log ℒ(K	|	D)SKTKN of the 

log-likelihood function measures the curvature at KN. If the curvature is small at KN, then 

the log-likelihood function is flat near KN  and there are other likely candidate values; 

hence the variance estimate for KN  is large. On the other hand, a large curvature at KN 

means that the log-likelihood function is sharply peaked at KN leading to a small variance 

estimate. The estimate KN and their Standard Errors (SEs) are computed as 

 

diag UV−∇K
% log ℒ(K	|	D)S

KTKN
W
X#
Y

#
%
 

 

and are used for confidence interval estimation and hypothesis testing of individual val-

ues of the population parameter G. 

In the Bayesian framework45, both F and G are considered random.  This means 

that G also follows a probability distribution. The probability distribution of G is called 

the prior distribution and represents the uncertainty about values of the population pa-

rameter G before data is observed. In Bayesian inference, KN is not used as a point esti-

mate for G but instead the prior distribution is updated with data to a posterior distribu-

tion using Bayes’s rule. The PDF of the posterior distribution is obtained through Bayes’ 

rule as 

 

K ↦ I(K	|	D) =
ℒ(K	|	D)I(K)

I(D)
∝ ℒ(K	|	D)I(K)	, 

 

where I(K) is the PDF of the prior distribution of G and I(D) is the PDF of the marginal 

distribution of F. 

The posterior distribution is used for inference about the population parameter 

G. The Bayesian paradigm is different from likelihood inference in that Bayesian infer-

ence depends on prior knowledge about the population parameter G through the prior 
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distribution. Such prior knowledge can be particularly useful when there is not much 

information in the data, for instance due to a small sample size. However, both Bayesian 

and likelihood frameworks yield similar inference if the sample size is large, resulting 

in a likelihood function that is strongly concentrated around a particular set of values of 

the parameter vector and the prior distribution supports that region with a reasonable 

prior probability. 

In this doctoral thesis, Bayesian statistics is used because it provides a probabil-

istic description of all the parameters of interest, and this can be useful in downstream 

analysis of the results. 

 

1.2.1 Example: Modeling genotype counts 
 

To illustrate the concepts of Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian inference, let the ran-

dom variable [ denote the number of copies of allele $ at a genetic variant in an indi-

vidual. Since Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium46 holds at most variants, assume that [ fol-

lows a binomial distribution with parameters \ = 2 and ^, where ^ is the frequency of 

allele $ in the population. The probability mass function of the binomial distribution 

with parameters \ ∈ ℕ and ^ ∈ (0,1) is 

 

Bin(c	|	\ = d,^ = e) = U
d

c
Yef(1 − e)gXf	,											c = 0,1, … ,d	. 

 

Suppose genotype counts j = (k#, k%, … , kl)
m of E individuals are independent reali-

zations from random variables n = ([#,[%, … , [l)
m following a binomial distribution 

with unknown allele B frequency ^. The likelihood function for ^ is 

 

ℒ(e	|	j) =oℒ(e	|	kp) =oBin(kp	|	2, e)

l

pT#

∝ elqr(1 − e)%lXlqr	,

l

pT#
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where k̅ = EX# ∑ kp
l
pT# . The MLE of ^ can be found by differentiating log ℒ(e	|	j) 

with respect to e, setting the results equal to zero, and solving for e as follows 

 

d log ℒ(e	|	j)

d e
=
Ek̅

e
−
2E − Ek̅

1 − e
= 0 

Ek̅

e
=
2E − Ek̅

1 − e
 

↪ ev =
k̅

2
	. 

  

The negative second derivative of log ℒ(e	|	j) is given by  

 

−
d% log ℒ(e	|	j)

d e%
=
Ek̅

e%
+
2E − Ek̅

(1 − e)%
	. 

 

Plugging in ev yields 

 

−
d% log ℒ(e	|	j)

d e%
x
yTyN

=
2Eev

ev%
+
2E − 2Eev

;1− ev>
% =

2E

ev;1 − ev>
	. 

 

The variance estimate of ev is thus z(ev){ = ev;1 − ev> 2E⁄ . A confidence interval estimate 

with confidence level (1 − }) can be approximated by using 

 

ev ± �#XÄ/%Çev;1− ev> 2E⁄ 	, 

 

where �#XÄ/% is the 1 − }/2 percentile of the standard normal distribution. 

In the Bayesian framework, a beta prior distribution can be specified for the 

parameter ^. The PDF for the beta distribution with parameters } > 0 and É > 0 is 
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Beta(c	|	}, É) =
Γ(α + β)

Γ(})Γ(É)
cÄX#(1 − c)àX#											0 < c < 1 

 

Using Bayes’ rule, the posterior density function for ^ is proportional to 

 

I(e	|	j) ∝ 	ℒ(e	|	j)I(e) 

=oℒ(e	|	kp)

l

pT#

Beta(e	|	}, É) 

= eÄâlqrX#(1 − e)àâ%lXlqrX# 

∝ Beta(} + Ek̅, É + 2E − Ek̅)	, 

 

a beta distribution with parameters }' = } + Ek̅ and É' = É + 2E − Ek̅. A point esti-

mate for ^ is the posterior mean of the beta distribution and is given by 

 

E[e	|	j] =
}'

}' + É'
=

} + Ek̅

} + É + 2E
	. 

 

A credible interval for ^ can be obtained as an equal tail interval [çX#(}/2), çX#(1 −

}/2)] where çX#(⋅) is the quantile function of the beta posterior distribution and 1 − } 

the coverage probability. 
 Table 1 shows the genotype counts at rs1157745 among 27,294 individuals from 

the FINRISK study (see Figure 4). The MLE ev for the population frequency of allele $ 

is 0.2737 with 95% confidence interval (0.269997, 0.277477). In the absence of prior 

knowledge of the population frequency, the parameter of the Beta prior distribution 

could be set to } = É = 1 to yield a uniform distribution on the interval [0,1]. Using 

this prior distribution, the posterior mean is 0.2737 with 95% credible interval 

(0.270012, 0.277493). The absolute difference between ev and E[e	|	j] is smaller than 

10-5, showing that the likelihood function dominates the prior distribution with informa-

tive data. 
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1.3 Regression modeling 
 
Millions of variants are tested in GWAS for statistical association to a phenotype. The 

statistical association tests require a statistical model and data on individuals from the 

population of interest. The following is an outline of the framework of generalized linear 

models where two widely used regression models for GWAS, namely linear and logistic 

regression, can be unified.  

 

1.3.1 Generalized linear models 
 
Generalized linear models47 were introduced as a generalization of linear regression 

models. The definition of a generalized linear model is as follows:  

(1) A matrix of non-random explanatory variables è of dimension E × ë and re-

gression parameters í = ìÉ#, É%, … , Éîï
m where the first column of è is ñ⋅# =

ó. 

(2) A random vector F = [ò#, ò%, … , òl]
m representing the outcome variables. The 

random variables are independent given the explanatory variables and follow a 

distribution in the exponential family such as Poisson, binomial or normal. 

(3) A link function that combines (1) and (2) as k(ôp) = k(E[òp]) = öp = ñp⋅
mí =

∑ õpúÉú
î
úT#  where the ùth row of è is ñp⋅ = ìõp#, õp%, … , õpîï

m . 

 

 

 

Table 1. Genotype counts at rs1157745 among 
27,294 individuals from the FINRISK study  

G/G  G/T  T/T 
14,429  10,787  2,078 
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1.3.1.1 Exponential family 

 

The PDF of a random variable ò following a distribution in the exponential family48 with 

canonical parameter e and dispersion parameter û is given by 

 

I(c	|	e, û) = exp 9
ce − °(e)

¢(û)
+ £(c, û)§	.  

 

By equating the expectation of the derivative of log ℒ(e, û	|	c) with respect to the ca-

nonical parameter with zero 

 

E •
dlog	ℒ(e, û	|	c))

de
¶ =

1

¢(û)
E •c −

d°(e)

de
¶ = 0 

 

the mean ô = E[ò] is given by 

 

E[ò] =
d°(e)

de
	. (1) 

 

The variance of ò is obtained by equating two definitions of the expected Fisher infor-

mation 

 

E ß®
dlog	ℒ(e, û	|	c)

de
©

%

™ = E •−
d%log	ℒ(e, û	|	c)

de%
¶ 

1

¢(û)%
E[(ò − E[ò])%] =

1

¢(û)

d%°(e)

de%
 

↪ V[ò] = ¢(û)
d%°(e)

de%
	. 

(2) 
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1.3.1.2 Maximum likelihood inference 

 

The MLEs of the parameter vector í are obtained by Newton-Raphson’s method49. This 

method requires a first-order Taylor expansion of the score vector, that is, the gradient 

∇ of the joint log-likelihood function log ℒ(K, û	|	D, è) = ∑ log ℒ(K, û	|	cp, ñp⋅)
l
pT#  cen-

tered on the current estimate í∗ 

 

∇í log ℒ(K,û	|	D, è)

≈ ∇í log ℒ(K, û	|	D, è)SíTí∗ + ∇í
% log ℒ(K,û	|	D, è)S

íTí∗
(í − í∗)	. 

 

Note that K is a function of the parameter vector í through the canonical link function 

K = k(Æ) = Ø = èí . Equating the Taylor expansion to ∞  and solving for í  yields 

Newton-Raphson’s method 

 

í = í∗ + ±−∇í
% log ℒ(K, û	|	D, è)S

íTí∗
≤
X#

∇í log ℒ(K,û	|	D, è)SíTí∗  

 

where −∇í% log ℒ(K,û	|	D, è)SíTí∗  is the observed information matrix ≥(í∗)  and 

∇í log ℒ(K, û	|	D, è)SíTí∗ is the score vector. The method of Fisher scoring is obtained 

by replacing ≥(í∗) with the expected information matrix 

 

í = í∗ + ±E V−∇í
% log ℒ(K, û	|	D, è)S

íTí∗
W≤

X#
∇í log ℒ(K, û	|	D, è)SíTí∗ 

 

For a GLM with the canonical link function, the score vector is 

 

∇í log ℒ(K, û	|	D, è) =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡∑

d log ℒ(ep, û	|	cp, , ñp⋅)

∏ep

dep
dôp

dôp
döp

∂öp
∂É#

l

pT#

⋮

∑
d log ℒ(ep, û	|	cp, , ñp⋅)

∏ep

dep
dôp

dôp
döp

∂öp
∂Éî

l

pT# ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
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=

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
∂ö#
∂É#

…
∂öl
∂É#

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
∂ö#
∂Éî

⋯
∂öl
∂Éî⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
d log ℒ(e#, û	|	c#, ñ#⋅)

∏e#

de#
dô#

dô#
dö#

⋮
d log ℒ(el, û	|	cl, ñl⋅)

∏el

del
dôl

dôl
döl⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

= èm∇Ø log ℒ(K,û	|	D, è) 

 

by the chain rule. The gradient ∇Ø ¿¡kℒ(K,û	|	D, è) can be simplified further as 

 

¢(û)∇Ø log ℒ(K, û	|	D, è) =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡®c# −

d°(e#)

de#
©U

dô#
de#

dö#
dô#

Y
X#

⋮

®cl −
d°(el)

del
© U

dôl
del

döl
dôl

Y
X#

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

=

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ (c# − ô#) ®

d%°(e#)

de#
%

dk(ô#)

dô#
©

X#

⋮

(cl − ôl) ®
d%°(el)

del
%

dk(ôl)

dôl
©

X#

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

= diag¬
d%°(ep)

dep
% ®

dk(ôp)

dôp
©

%

√

X#

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡(c# − ô#)

dk(ô#)

dô#
⋮

(cl − ôl)
dk(ôl)

dôl ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

= ƒ≈	. 

 

where Equation (2) was used in line 2. The expected Fisher information is thus  

 

Eì−∇í
% log ℒ(K, û	|	D, è)ï = èm∆ì−∇Ø

% log ℒ(K,û	|	D, è)ïè 

 

where 
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¢(û)Eì−∇Ø
% log ℒ(K,û	|	D, è)ï

= ¢(û)diag ®E •−
d% log ℒ(ep,û	|	cp, ñp⋅)

dep
% ¶ U

dôp
dep

döp
dôp

Y
X%

©

= diag¬
d%°(ep)

dep
% ®

d%°(ep)

dep
%

dk(ôp)

dôp
©

X%

√

= ƒ 

 

noting that «
4 »… ℒ(yÀ,Ã	|	fÀ,ñÀ⋅)

«yÕ
4 = 0 and using Equation (2) in line 2. The MLEs of the pa-

rameter vector í are thus obtained as 

 

í = í∗ + ±E V−∇í
% log ℒ(K,û	|	D, è)S

íTí∗
W≤

X#
 

× ∇í log ℒ(K,û	|	D, è)SíTí∗  

= í∗ + (èmƒè)X#èmƒ≈ 

= (èmƒè)X#èmƒ(≈ + èí∗) 

= (èmƒè)X#èmƒ≈Œ	, 

(3) 

 

which corresponds to Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares (IRLS) with Equation (3) as 

the normal equations. 

 

1.3.1.3 Bayesian inference 
 

Except for linear regression models, a common problem in Bayesian regression model-

ing is that the posterior distribution for the parameter vector í is intractable. In such a 

situation, a remedy is provided by Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, which 

are a popular class of stochastic algorithms50. These methods generate a random sample 

that is approximately from the posterior distribution. The sample can be used for infer-

ence about the parameter vector í. Approximating the posterior distribution with a nor-

mal distribution is a deterministic method that provides another solution to the problem. 
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The analytic expression of the normal approximation facilitates inference about the pa-

rameter vector í. 

 In the following, MCMC methods such as the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) and 

Gibbs sampler are introduced. The section ends with a presentation of the normal ap-

proximation of the posterior distribution and how the approximation can be utilized 

within MCMC methods. 

 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling 
 

The MH sampler51 is a popular MCMC method to generate draws from a posterior dis-

tribution. The sampler uses a conditional proposal distribution of G' with conditional 

PDF œ(K'	|	K). The role of the proposal distribution is to suggest a candidate value K' 

given the previous draw K. Either K' or K is accepted as the current draw of the sampler. 

There are different versions of the MH sampler depending on the actual implementation. 

The blockwise MH sampler is particularly useful when it is not feasible to specify a 

proposal distribution for the whole parameter vector, but it is possible to find a proposal 

distribution for each block. In this sampler, the –th candidate state Kú' is sampled from 

the –th proposal distribution with conditional PDF œú;Kú'	|	K> and accepted with proba-

bility 

 

Pr(Kú
'	|	K) = min	 91,

œú;Kú	|	Kú
', KXú>I;Kú

'	|	KXú, D>

œú;Kú
'	|	Kú, KXú>I;Kú	|	KXú, D>

§	, 

 

where KXú  denotes the values of all parameter blocks except G”. Any proposal distribu-

tion may be chosen as long as it includes the support of the posterior distribution, simu-

lation from it is feasible and the acceptance ratio can be computed. 

The –th candidate state Kú' is always accepted if the full conditional distribution 

with PDF I;Kú	|	KXú, D> is chosen as the –th proposal density, because the acceptance 

probability is then equal to 
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Pr(Kú
'	|	K) = 	min	 91,

I;Kú	|	KXú, D>I;Kú
'	|	KXú, D>

I;Kú
'	|	KXú, D>I;Kú	|	KXú, D>

§ = 1	. 

 

This version of the MH sampler is called a Gibbs sampler52. Formal proofs for the block-

wise MH and Gibbs samplers are given in [53].  

 It is often uncertain how many iterations are needed until a MH or Gibbs sampler 

provide a good approximation to the posterior distribution. The total number of iterations 

that are required until sampling from the posterior distribution occurs is called burn-in. 

A sampler that rapidly explores the parameter space has good mixing properties and 

requires less burn-in. The actual implementation of a MCMC sampler has great influence 

on the mixing properties. In practice, convergence is often assessed visually by plotting 

the generated draws of a parameter against their time index to create a trace plot. The 

trace plot demonstrates whether a sampler moves quickly away from the starting values 

and towards the support of the posterior distribution. This is most evident when the gen-

erated draws oscillate around a mean value. It should be noted that trace plots are a tool 

to determine the burn-in, but they can only aid in identifying non-convergence and not 

prove convergence. 

Although MCMC samplers have facilitated Bayesian inference of regression 

models for GWAS54, they are computationally expensive for current large data sets. This 

computational limitation can be resolved by using a normal distribution as an approxi-

mation to the posterior distribution for inference. 

 

Normal approximation 
 

Approximation of the posterior distribution by a normal distribution requires a second-

order Taylor expansion of the log posterior PDF centered on the Maximum A Posteriori 

(MAP) estimate í‘, which equals the mode of the posterior PDF, 
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log I(í	|	D, è, û)

≈ log I(í	|	D, è, û)|íTí‘

−
1

2
;í− í‘>

m
∇í
% log I(í	|	D, è, û)S

íTí‘
;í − í‘>	. 

(4) 

 

Assuming that −∇í% log I(í	|	D, è, û)SíTí‘  is positive definite, exponentiating Equation 

(4) shows that the posterior distribution is approximately  

 

’Uí	|	í‘, V−∇í
% log I(í	|	D, è, û)S

íTí‘
W
X#
Y 

 

around the MAP estimate. 

 A normal approximation to the posterior distribution can also be combined with 

an independence MH sampler with proposal density œ(K'). In order to ensure rapid mix-

ing, the proposal distribution is matched to the shape of the posterior distribution near 

the MAP estimate by using a heavy-tailed multivariate Student’s t-distribution with low 

degrees of freedom, location parameter Æ = í‘  and shape matrix ÷ =

V−∇í
% log I(í	|	D, è, û)S

íTí‘
W
X#

. In the absence of prior information, the parameters of 

the proposal distribution are Æ = íN  and ÷ = ì≥;íN>ï
X#

. 

 

1.3.1.4 Logistic regression model 
 

Maximum likelihood inference 
 

In logistic regression models, each cp is thought to be an independent realization of a 

Bernoulli random variable òp ∈ (0,1) with parameters ôp = Pr	(òp = 1). The Bernoulli 

distribution is a member of the exponential family because the probability mass function 

of the Bernoulli distribution can be written as 
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I(c	|	ô) = ôf(1 − ô)#Xf = exp ◊c log U
ô

1 − ô
Y + log(1 − ô)ÿ	 , 

 

where e = log ±
Ÿ

#XŸ
≤ , °(e) = log;1 + ⁄y>, ¢(û) = 1  and £(c, û) = 1 . Using Equa-

tion (1) and Equation (2), the mean and variance of ò are 

 

E[ò] =
dlog;1 + ⁄y>

de
=

⁄y

1 + ⁄y
= ô 

V[ò] =
d%log;1 + ⁄y>

de%
=

⁄y

(1 + ⁄y)%
= ô(1 − ô)	. 

 

In logistic regression, ôp = E[òp] = Pr	(òp = 1) is thus modeled as a linear combination 

öp = ñp⋅
mí. Since öp ∈ (−∞,∞), a logistic function is applied to each öp to constrain the 

value of the linear combination to the unit interval for any parameter values of í. The 

canonical link function ep = k(ôp) = öp for logistic regression is the logit function 

 

logit(õ) = log ±
õ

1 − õ
≤	. 

 

The IRLS weight matrix is 

 

ƒ = diag¬
d%°(ep)

dep
% ®

dk(ôp)

dôp
©

%

√

X#

 

= diag‹V[òp] ›
dlog ±

ôp
1 − ôp

≤

dôp
fi

%

fl

X#

 

= diag;ôp(1 − ôp)>	. 

 

The ùth element of the adjusted outcome variable is 
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�̃p = (cp − ôp)
dk(ôp)

dôp
+ ñp⋅

mí =
cp − ôp

ôp(1 − ôp)
+ öp	. 

 

An algorithm for the IRLS method is shown in Algorithm 1. 
 

Parameter interpretation 
 

The logistic regression model relates the log-odds, which is the canonical parameter of 

the Bernoulli distribution, 

 

logit(ôp) = log U
ôp

1 − ôp
Y = log ®

Pr(òp = 1)

1 − Pr	(òp = 1)
© 

 

to the linear combination öp = ñp⋅
mí. The effect of explanatory variables on the log-odds 

is linear on logarithmic scale but multiplicative on the original scale. The logistic regres-

sion equation is  

 

logit(ôp) = É# +∑õpúÉú	,

î

úT%

 

Algorithm 1: IRLS estimation for logistic regression 
Input: Matrix with explanatory variables è and outcome variable D 
Output: MLE of í and their SEs 
  
Initialize each element of the mean vector Æ and linear combination Ø as 
ôp = (cp + 0.5) 2⁄  and öp = log;ôp(1 − ôp)> 
while estimates of í change do  
  Compute the diagonal weight matrix ƒ with ‚p = ôp(1 − ôp) 
  Calculate the adjusted outcome variable ≈Œ with �̃p = (cp − ôp) ‚p⁄ + öp 
  Estimate the parameter vector as íN = (èmƒè)X#èmƒ≈Œ 

  Compute the linear combination Ø with öp = ñp
mí and the mean vector Æ 

with ôp = 1 (1 + ⁄X„À⁄ ) 
end  
Obtain the SEs of íN as the square roots of the diagonal elements of 
(èmƒè)X# 
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which indicates that É# represents the log-odds when all explanatory variables are equal 

to zero. Equivalently, ⁄à3  denotes the odds ratio when all explanatory variables are equal 

to zero. 

 For continuous variables of interest, É%,… , Éî represent the change in log-odds 

for an increase of the value £ of the respective explanatory variable õpú∗  by one unit 

while other explanatory variables are held constant because 

 

logit ±ôp;õpú∗ = £ + 1>≤ − logit ±ôp;õpú∗ = £>≤

= É# + Éú∗(£ + 1) + ∑ õpúÉú
{%,…,î}\ú∗

− É# − Éú∗£ − ∑ õpúÉú
{%,…,î}\ú∗

= Éú∗	. 

 

On the original scale 

 

ôp;õpú∗ = £ + 1> = ⁄àÕ∗ôp;õpú∗ = £> 

 

so that ⁄àÕ∗  denotes the change in odds corresponding to an increase of the value of the 

explanatory variable õpú∗ by one unit. The sign of Éú∗ indicates whether an increase of 

õpú∗ by one unit is associated with an increase or decrease in odds. 

 For a categorical explanatory variable with Á  levels, dummy variables 

∏#, ∏% … , ∏Ë are defined with ∏pú	 = 1 if the value of the ùth sample of the categorical 

explanatory variable is at the –th level, otherwise ∏pú	 = 0. The first dummy variable ∏# 

is not needed if the remaining Á − 1 dummy variables are coded relative to the first 

level. This corresponds to the set-to-zero constraint for the regression parameter }# of 

the first dummy variable. The constraint is applied to make the regression parameters 

identifiable because adding a constant £ to the intercept ÉÈ and subtracting it from }#  
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logit(ôp) = (É# + £) + (}# − £)∏p# +∑∏pú}ú

Ë

úT%

+∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

 

 

results in a model with the same value for the logit(ôp) for any £. The logistic regression 

equation with the set-to-zero constraint under the common slope formulation with one 

categorical explanatory variable is 

 

logit(ôp) =

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎧
É# +∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

if	∏p% = ⋯ = ∏pË = 0

É# + }% +∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

⋮

if	∏p% = 1∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

⋮

É# + }Ë +∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

if	∏pË = 1

	. 

 

which takes the form of Á − 1 regression lines with different intercepts but common 

slopes. The assumption of common slopes implies that a continuous explanatory variable 

has the same effect on the outcome variable regardless of the level of the categorical 

explanatory variable. As a result of setting }# = 0, the intercept É# represents the log-

odds for the first level of the categorical explanatory variable if all continuous explana-

tory variables are zero. The parameter }ℓ is the change in log-odds for the ℓth level com-

pared to the first level of the categorical explanatory variable while continuous explan-

atory variables are held constant because 

 

logit;ôp(∏pℓ = 1)> − logit;ôp(∏p% = ⋯ = ∏pℓ = ⋯ = ∏pË = 0)>

= É# + }ℓ +∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

− É# −∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

= }ℓ	. 
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In the presence of a categorical explanatory variable, the parameter Éú represents the 

change in log-odds for an increase of the –th variable of interest while the categorical 

explanatory variable is fixed at some level ℓ and all other continuous variables of interest 

are held constant because 

 

logit ±ôp;õpú∗ = £ + 1, ∏pℓ = 1>≤ − logit ±ôp;õpú∗ = £, ∏pℓ = 1>≤

= É# + }ℓ + Éú∗(£ + 1) + ∑ õpúÉú
{%,…,î}\ú∗

− É# − }ℓ − Éú∗£

− ∑ õpúÉú
{%,…,î}\ú∗

= Éú∗	. 

 

The effect of multiple categorical explanatory variables on the log-odds is additive under 

the common slope formulation. The change in log-odds for some levels ℓ# and ℓ% com-

pared to the baseline of two categorical explanatory variables while holding continuous 

explanatory variables constant is 

 

logit ±ôp;∏pℓ3
# = 1, ∏pℓ4

% = 1>≤

− logit ±ôp;∏p%
# = ⋯ = ∏pℓ3

# = ⋯ = ∏pË
# = 0, ∏p%

% = ⋯ = ∏pℓ3
% = ⋯

= ∏pË
% = 0>≤ = É# + }ℓ3 + }ℓ4 +∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

− É# −∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

= }ℓ3 + }ℓ4	, 

 

where ∏ℓ3
#  and ∏ℓ4

%  denote the ℓ#th and ℓ%th dummy variable of the first and second cat-

egorical explanatory variable and }ℓ3 and }ℓ4 the respective regression parameters. 

 

Example 
 

Note that the following is a continuation of the example given in Section 1.1.4 but 

rs62470411 is used in place of rs1157745. Figure 5 shows the distribution of PON1 
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serum levels of 4,613 individuals from the FINRISK study among three possible geno-

types at rs62470411. Assume that there is a hypothetical test that can only classify indi-

viduals into low/high PON1 serum levels and that outcomes from such a test are availa-

ble by dichotomizing according to the median PON1 serum level among the 4,613 indi-

viduals. 

Logistic regression is applied to study the relationship between rs62470411 and 

dichotomized PON1 serum levels. The outcome variable cp is one if the ùth individual 

has PON1 serum levels above the median in the data and zero otherwise. The value of 

the variable of interest õp is the count of the number of copies of the T allele. Table 2 

shows the results from IRLS estimation. The change in odds of having higher PON1 

serum levels is eb1 = 0.811 for each copy of the T allele. Compared to individuals with 

two copies of the G allele, the odds of having higher serum levels is 19% lower in indi-

viduals with one copy of the T allele and 34% lower in individuals with two copies of 

the T allele. This result is statistically significant at the 10-5 level according to a Wald 

statistical test. 
 

 

 

Figure 5. Distribution of 
low/high PON1 serum levels 
among three possible geno-
types at rs62470411 among 
4,613 individuals from the 
FINRISK study. Quantitative 
measurements of PON1 se-
rum levels were dichotomized 
according to the median 
PON1 serum level among the 
individuals. 
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1.3.1.5 Linear regression model 
 

In linear regression models, each cp is thought to be an independent realization of a nor-

mal random variable òp ∈ (−∞,∞) with parameters ôp ∈ ℝ and Ò% > 0 . The normal 

distribution is a member of the exponential family because the probability density func-

tion of the normal distribution can be written as 

 

I(c	|	ô, Ò%) =
1

√2ÛÒ%
exp 9−

(c − ô)%

2Ò%
§ = exp 9

cô − ô% 2⁄

Ò% −
c%

2Ò% −
1

2
log(2ÛÒ%)§	 , 

 

where e = ô , û = Ò% , ¢(û) = û , °(e) = e% 2⁄  and £(c, û) = −c% 2Ò%⁄ −

log(2ÛÒ%) 2⁄ . The mean and variance are readily available as E[ò] = ô and V[ò] = Ò%. 

The expectation E[òp] = ôp is thus modeled as a linear combination öp = ñp⋅
mí. The lin-

ear combination öp can take any value in (−∞,∞) and therefore the link function k(⋅) 

is the identity link. 

The IRLS weight matrix is 

 

ƒ = diag¬
d%°(ep)

dep
% ®

dk(ôp)

dôp
©

%

√

X#

= diag ®V[òp] Ù
dôı
dôp	

ˆ
%

©

X#

= σ%¯l	. 

 

The ùth element of the adjusted outcome variable is 

 

Table 2. IRLS estimation for logistic regression for rs62470411 
and dichotomized PON1 serum levels among 4,613 individuals 
from the FINRISK study. 

Iteration É# SE of É# P-value† for É# 
1 -0.1395 0.0527 0.0081917 
2 -0.1539 0.0639 0.0160650 
3 -0.1873 0.0498 0.0001700 
4 -0.2095 0.0461 0.0000055 
5 -0.2101 0.0459 0.0000048 

† Wald test for H0: É# = 0 
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�̃p = (cp − ôp)
dk(ôp)

dôp
+ ñp⋅

mí = cp	. 

 

The normal equations are thus given by 

 

í = (èmƒè)X#èmƒ≈Œ = (èmè)X#èmD (5) 

 

and can be solved noniteratively to obtain íN . Equation (5) is solved by computing the 

QR decomposition55 of è. This decomposition yields è = ˘˙, where ˘ is an orthogonal 

matrix of dimension E × ë and ˙ is an upper triangular matrix of dimension ë × ë. Sub-

stituting this decomposition into Equation (5) results in 

 

(˘˙)m(˘˙)í = (˘˙)mD 

˙m˘m˘˙í = ˙m˘mD 

˙m˙í = ˙m˘mD 

(˙˙X#)m˙í = ˘mD 

↪ íN = ˙X#≈	, 

 

which is an upper triangular system of equations that can be solved by back substitution. 

 

Parameter interpretation 
 

The linear regression model relates the expectation ôp = E[òp] to the linear combina-

tion öp = ñp⋅
mí. The effect of explanatory variables on the expectation of òp is linear. 

The linear regression equation is  

 

ôp = E[òp] = É# +∑õpúÉú	,

î

úT%
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which indicates that É# represents the expectation of òp when all explanatory variables 

are equal to zero. 

 For continuous explanatory variables, É%,… , Éî represent the change in the ex-

pectation of òp for an increase of the value £ of the respective explanatory variable õpú∗  

by one unit while other explanatory variables are held constant because 

 

ôp;õpú∗ = £ + 1> − ôp;õpú∗ = £>

= É# + Éú∗(£ + 1) + ∑ õpúÉú
{%,…,î}\ú∗

− É# − Éú∗£ − ∑ õpúÉú
{%,…,î}\ú∗

= Éú∗	. 

 

The sign of Éú∗ indicates whether an increase of õpú∗ by one unit is associated with an 

increase or decrease in the expectation of òp. 

 For a categorial explanatory variable with Á levels, the linear regression equa-

tion with the set-to-zero constraint under the common slope formulation with one cate-

gorical explanatory variable is 

 

ôp =

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎧
É# +∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

if	∏p% = ⋯ = ∏pË = 0

É# + }% +∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

⋮

if	∏p% = 1∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

⋮

É# + }Ë +∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

if	∏pË = 1

	. 

 

which takes the form of Á − 1 regression lines with different intercepts but common 

slopes. The intercept É# represents the expectation of òp for the first level of the categor-

ical explanatory variable if all continuous explanatory variables are zero. The parameter 

}ℓ is the change in the expectation of òp for the ℓth level compared to the first level of 
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the categorical explanatory variable while the continuous explanatory variables are held 

constant because 

 

ôp(∏pℓ = 1) − ôp(∏p% = ⋯ = ∏pℓ = ⋯ = ∏pË = 0)

= É# + }ℓ +∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

− É# −∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

= }ℓ	. 

 

In the presence of an explanatory variable, the parameter Éú represents the change in the 

expectation of òp for an increase of the –th explanatory variable while the categorical 

explanatory variable is fixed at some level ℓ and all other continuous explanatory varia-

bles are held constant because 

 

ôp;õpú∗ = £ + 1, ∏pℓ = 1> − ôp;õpú∗ = £, ∏pℓ = 1>

= É# + }ℓ + Éú∗(£ + 1) + ∑ õpúÉú
{%,…,î}\ú∗

− É# − }ℓ − Éú∗£

− ∑ õpúÉú
{%,…,î}\ú∗

= Éú∗	. 

 

The effect of multiple categorical explanatory variables on the expectation of òp is addi-

tive under the common slope formulation. The change in the expectation of òp for some 

levels ℓ# and ℓ% compared to the baseline of two categorical explanatory variables while 

holding continuous explanatory variables constant is 

 

ôp;∏pℓ3
# = 1, ∏pℓ4

% = 1>

− ôp;∏p%
# = ⋯ = ∏pℓ3

# = ⋯ = ∏pË
# = 0, ∏p%

% = ⋯ = ∏pℓ3
% = ⋯ = ∏pË

%

= 0> = É# + }ℓ3 + }ℓ4 +∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

− É# −∑õpúÉú

î

úT%

= }ℓ3 + }ℓ4	. 
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where ∏ℓ3
#  and ∏ℓ4

%  denote the ℓ#th and ℓ%th dummy variable of the first and second cat-

egorical explanatory variable and }ℓ3 and }ℓ4 the respective regression parameters. 

 

Example 
 

The following is a continuation of the example in Section 1.3.1.4. Sometimes linear re-

gression is applied in the case/control setting to study the effect of a variant on a disease 

phenotype, even if the outcome variable is not continuous. Using linear regression in-

stead of logistic regression offers computational benefits and works well56 if 1) the effect 

of the variant on the disease in terms of odds ratio is smaller than 1.3, 2) the proportion 

of cases for the disease is between 0.3 and 0.7, and 3) the MAF is greater than 0.05. 

The P-value from a Wald statistical test that rs62470411 has no effect on dichot-

omized PON1 serum levels is practically the same in linear and logistic regression (Table 

3). However, the interpretation of the effect size from linear regression is difficult be-

cause the estimate is not on the log-odds scale. Turning the effect size estimate from 

linear regression into an estimate on the log-odds scale can be done by using the follow-

ing approximation56 

 

ev»… X…««˚ ≈ •
(1 − 2û);1 − 21v>

2
+
û(1 − û)

ev»ı¸˝+˛

− ev»ı¸˝+˛
0.084 + 0.9û(1 − û)1v;1− 1v>

û(1 − û)
¶

X#

	, 

 

where û is the proportion of cases for the disease and 1v is the frequency of the reference 

allele in the data. The approximation works well for rs62470411, because the case pro-

portion is about 0.5, the MAF is 0.3 and the effect size estimate on log-odds scale is 

small. 
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Table 3. IRLS estimation for linear regression for rs62470411 and di-
chotomized PON1 serum levels among 4,613 individuals from the FIN-
RISK study 
 É# SE of É# P-value† for É# 
Linear regression -0.05233 0.01140 0.00000457 
Logistic regression -0.21007 0.04595 0.00000484 
Approximation -0.21009 0.04562 0.00000412 
† Wald test for H0: É# = 0 

 

1.4 Statistical variable selection 
 

High-throughput technologies such as DNA microarrays enable genotyping of hundreds 

of thousands of variants. In GWAS, the genotype-phenotype data on thousands of indi-

viduals is used to test each variant independently for a statistical association with a phe-

notype. While GWAS is informative about which genomic regions are associated with 

the phenotype, it typically fails to reveal the underlying biology or suggest potential drug 

targets due to the large number of candidate variants in strong LD. 

 The top panel in Figure 6 shows the negative log10 P-values from a PON1 GWAS 

on 4,613 individuals from the FINRISK study for variants in a 29 kilobase region around 

the PON1 gene. Variants with similar magnitude of correlation with the variant with the 

smallest P-value in the region reach almost identical statistical significance. The bottom 

panel shows the absolute value of pairwise sample Pearson correlations between the var-

iants in the region. Clearly, many variants between positions 94,952,431 and 95,054,011 

are in high LD with each other and reach similar statistical significance. Since these 

variants are not in strong LD with the variant at 94,941,038 that has the smallest P-value, 

there could be statistical evidence for multiple causal variants. Fine-mapping is the post-

GWAS statistical analysis used to identify causal variants in genomic regions in order to 

prioritize variants for follow-up analysis. 

There is also a rich literature on BVS62 such as Gibbs Variable Selection63, Sto-

chastic Search Variable Selection64 and the sampler of Kuo and Mallick65. In the Bayes-

ian framework, the aim is to obtain a probabilistic description about the importance of 

explanatory variables rather than choosing a single set; this is also an important reason 

to use the framework in fine-mapping of GWAS regions. 
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The advantage of stochastic search in BVS compared to exhaustive search is the com-

putational savings that results from fitting only some of the most probable models. In-

terestingly, BVS implemented in recent fine-mapping methods CAVIAR, PAINTOR 

and CAVIARBF rely on computationally expensive exhaustive search. 

 

1.4.1 Bayesian fine-mapping methods 
 

The following is an outline of the statistical model implemented in fine-mapping meth-

ods CAVIAR, CAVIARBF, PAINTOR and FINEMAP. Although CAVIAR, 

 
Figure 6. Regional plot for PON1 serum level GWAS on 4,613 individuals from 
the FINRISK study. Top panel shows negative log10 P-values (y-axis) from 
independent linear regression of each variant in a 0.29 mega base region 
around the PON1 gene against the variant’s genomic position along chromo-
some 7 (x-axis). Variants are colored with respect to their absolute value of 
Pearson correlation with the variant that has smallest P-value in the region. 
Bottom panel shows the absolute value of Pearson’s correlations among var-
iants in the region. 
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CAVIARBF and PAINTOR are useful fine-mapping methods, they rely on computa-

tionally expensive exhaustive search that restricts their usefulness in practice. This com-

putational limitation motivated the development of FINEMAP, which uses more effi-

cient stochastic search. Some additional fine-mapping methods that have been published 

after FINEMAP are described in the Discussion. 

 

1.4.1.1 CAVIAR (2014) and CAVIARBF (2015) 
 

GWAS for a quantitative trait relies on individual linear regression for each variant. 

Fine-mapping methods extend the statistical model to multiple linear regression. CAV-

IAR19,66 and CAVIARBF67 consider the following multiple linear regression model 

 

D = è#$ + %	, 

 

where D is a standardized vector of length E with values of a quantitative trait, è is a 

genotype matrix at d variants with standardized columns of length E, #$ is a effect size 

vector of length d that is indexed by a binary indicator vector & such that '$ℓ ≠ 0 if the 

ℓth element £ℓ equals one and '$ℓ = 0 if £ℓ = 0, and % ∼ ’(%	|	0, Ò%¯l), where Ò*% ≈

V(D) = 1 in the following steps by assuming that variants have small effect sizes typical 

for GWAS. 

The MLE for #$  can be computed from the sample correlation matrix ÷ =

EX#èmè and z-scores +ℓ = É,ℓ × VìÉ,ℓï
X#/%

= EX#/%ñ⋅ℓ
m D from individual linear regres-

sion of each variant 

 

#v$ = (èmè)X#èmD = EX#/%÷X#-	, 

 

where - = (+#, +%, … , +g)
m. Asymptotically, the likelihood function ℒ(#$ 	|	D, è) is pro-

portional to the PDF ’;#v$ 	|	#$ , Vì#v$ï>  of a normal distribution where Vì#v$ï =
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(èmè)X# = EX#÷X#. Using the affine transformation - = √E÷#v$, the likelihood func-

tion can also be expressed as ℒ(#$ 	|	D, è) ∝ ’;-	|√E	÷#$ , ÷>. 

CAVIAR specifies a prior distribution for #$  with PDF ’(#$ 	|	∞, ÷$) where 

÷$ = diag;Ò$3
% , Ò$4

% , … , Ò$.
% > with Ò$ℓ

% = Òq
% if the ℓth variant is causal and Ò$ℓ

% ≈ 10X/, 

otherwise. The effect size vector #$ is not of interest in identifying the causal status of 

variants and therefore is integrated out. The marginal likelihood for the causal status 

vector & is given by 

 

ℒ(&	|	D, è) = 0ℒ(#$ 	|	D, è)I(#$ 	|	&) d#$ 

= 0’;-	|	√E÷#$ , ÷>’(#$ 	|	∞, ÷$) d#$ 

= ’(-	|	∞,1 + E÷÷$÷)	. 

 

Computation of unnormalized posterior probabilities Pr∗(&	|	D, è) ∝ ℒ(&	|	D, è) Pr(&) 

requires prior probabilities Pr(&) for each causal status vector. CAVIAR assumes that 

each variant has the same prior probability of being causal leading to the following prior 

probability 

 

Pr(&) =oU
1

d
Y
$ℓ

U
d − 1

d
Y

g

ℓT#

#X$ℓ

= U
1

d
Y
2

U
d − 1

d
Y
gX2

	, 

 

when 3 = ∑ £ℓ
g
ℓT# . 

One of the novel concepts introduced by CAVIAR is the computation of the 

likelihood function ℒ(#$ 	|	D, è) ∝ ’;-	|	√E÷#$ , ÷> on the basis of summary-level data 

(-, ÷) instead of individual-level data (D, è). However, each likelihood evaluation re-

quires 4(d5) operations. One of the novelties in CAVIARBF is that the Bayes Factor 

BF(& ∶ &È) = 	ℒ(&	|	D, è)/ℒ(&È	|	D, è) can be computed with 4(35) operations by us-

ing only data on variants that are assumed to be causal according to &. This insight was 

obtained by shrinking 8 in the PDF of the prior distribution ’(#$ 	|	∞, ÷$) towards zero. 
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The mathematical derivation of this result was not shown by CAVIARBF, but is given 

in Article I and as a different version in Section 3.2.5. 

 

1.4.1.2 PAINTOR (2014) 
 

PAINTOR is similar to CAVIAR and CAVIARBF, but also allows for joint fine-map-

ping of multiple genomic regions and incorporation of annotations for the variants 

through the prior distribution of the causal status vector to improve fine-mapping accu-

racy. 

For brevity, assume that there is only a single genomic region. PAINTOR treats 

the causal status vector as missing data and obtains the incomplete data likelihood func-

tion by summing the complete data likelihood function over all possible causal status 

vectors 

 

ℒ(#$ ,9	|	D, è,:) =∑I(D, &	|	è,:,#$ ,9)
&

=∑I(D	|	è,:,#$ , &,9)I(&	|	:,9)	,
&

 

 

where I(D	|	è,:,#$ , &,9) = ’;-	|	√E÷#$ , ÷> and 9 are the annotation effect sizes. The 

prior distribution for & is specified through a standard logistic regression model as 

 

I(&	|	:,9) =o•
1

1 + exp;−;ℓ⋅
m9>

¶
$ℓ

•
1

1 + exp;;ℓ⋅
m9>

¶
ℓ

#X$ℓ

	, 

 

where the ℓth row of : is the binary annotation vector ;ℓ⋅ = [¢ℓ#, ¢ℓ%, … , ¢ℓ<]
m  with el-

ements being equal to one if the ℓth variant has the annotation and zero, otherwise. 

 Computation of the posterior probability Pr(£ℓ = 1	|	D, è,:,#$ ,9) for each var-

iant requires an Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm68. This involves iteratively 

computing Pr(£ℓ = 1	|	D, è,:,#$
' ,9')  given current estimates (#$' ,9')  followed by 

maximization of an objective function =(#$ ,9	|	#$' ,9') to obtain new parameter esti-

mates for (#$' ,9') given newly computed posterior probabilities for the causal status of 
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the variants. The posterior probability Pr(£ℓ = 1	|	D, è,:,#$
' ,9')  for each variant is 

computed by exhaustive enumeration of all possible causal status vectors and their pos-

terior probability 

 

Pr(&	|	D, è,:,#$
' ,9') =

I(D, &	|	è,:,#$
' ,9')

∑ I(D, &	|	è,:,#$
' ,9')&

	. 

 

New parameter estimates are subsequently computed by maximizing the following ob-

jective function  

 

=(#$ ,9	|	#$
' ,9') =∑Pr(&	|	D, è,:,#$

' ,9') × log I(D, &	|	è,:,#$
' ,9')

&

 

=∑=(#$ 	|	#$
' ) + =(9	|	9')	,

&

 

 

where #$'  is fixed to the z-scores in PAINTOR during maximization. 
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2 AIMS OF THE STUDY 
 

(1) Existing fine-mapping methods rely on computationally expensive exhaustive 

search that restricts their use to only a few hundred variants. Since GWAS regions 

can span several mega bases and contain thousands of variants, improving the com-

putational efficiency of fine-mapping methods is paramount to facilitate extraction 

of valuable information from GWAS regions which could otherwise remain unde-

tected due to computational limitations.  

• Aim 1 is to scale up fine-mapping methods to genomic regions with thousands of 

variants while maintaining the accuracy of gold standard exhaustive search. 

 

(2) Fine-mapping methods that work directly on GWAS results also require LD esti-

mates as input. All existing fine-mapping methods can use LD estimates from pub-

licly available reference genotype panels such as the 1000 Genomes Project or the 

Haplotype Reference Consortium. The hope has been that such LD estimates per-

form well, but the impact of these estimates has not been comprehensively studied. 

• Aim 2 is to investigate how LD estimates from reference genotype panels perform 

in fine-mapping analysis in comparison with LD estimates from the original indi-

vidual-level GWAS genotype data. 

 

(3) The output from Bayesian fine-mapping methods are typically a list of possible 

configurations of variants and their posterior probabilities, as well the posterior 

probability of causality for each variant. These probabilities contain all the infor-

mation needed for follow-up downstream analysis. Examples of useful downstream 

analyses are estimation of effect sizes of variants and phenotypic variance explained 

by fine-mapped variants. 

• Aim 3 is to explore whether large-scale GWAS sample sizes in biobank studies can 

provide opportunities to routinely estimate the heritability for GWAS regions with 

a fine-mapping model compared to using a computationally expensive variance 

component model.	  
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
3.1 Cohorts 
 

In article I, we used data from the FINRISK study and the WTCCC2. In article II, we 

used data from the FINRISK study, the 1966 Northern Finland Birth Cohort 

(NFBC1966) and the UK Biobank (UKBB). In article III, we used data from the FIN-

RISK study and UKBB.  

 

FINRISK is a representative, cross-sectional survey of the Finnish working-age popula-

tion. Since 1972, a random sample of 6,000–8,000 individuals has been collected every 

5 years for the study of risk factors of chronic diseases. The study protocols of the FIN-

RISK surveys used in this work (1992, 1997, 2002, 2007, and 2012) were approved by 

the ethics committee of the National Public Health Institute until 1997 and by the ethics 

committee of Helsinki and Uusimaa Hospital District after that. All participants of FIN-

RISK have provided written informed consent. 

 

NFBC1966 is a longitudinal study of individuals from the provinces of Oulu and Lap-

land in northern Finland and was approved by the ethics committee of the Northern Os-

trobothnia Hospital District Federation of Municipalities. The cohort was originally col-

lected for the study of risk factors for birth-related complications and includes 12,068 

mothers and 12,231 children. All participants of NFBC1966 have provided written in-

formed consent. 

 

WTCCC2 is a collaboration of research groups in the UK to study the genetic factors 

underlying common diseases such as Parkinson’s disease or schizophrenia. Since 2005, 

the consortium has advanced genetics research through novel biological discoveries and 

by developing widely used methodologies for GWAS. 
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UKBB is a longitudinal study of individuals from 40 to 69 years of age in the United 

Kingdom and was approved by the North West Multi-center Research Ethics Committee. 

From 2006 to 2010, a sample of 500,000 individuals was collected for the investigation 

of genetic and environmental factors involved in disease development. All participants 

of UKBB have provided written informed consent. 

 

3.2 Methods 
 

3.2.1 Genotype data quality control and imputation 
 

For FINRISK and NFBC1966, genotype data was processed by standard sample and 

variant quality control procedures, pre-phased with Eagle v2.369 and genotype imputa-

tion was carried out with the IMPUTE270 software and a population-specific reference 

panel consisting of 2,690 high-coverage whole-genome sequenced Finnish individuals. 

Documentation about the imputation of the UKBB genotype data is given at 

http://www.ukbiobank.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/imputation_documenta-

tion_May2015.pdf 

 

3.2.2 Phenotype transformations 
 

In article I, we used measurements of HDL cholesterol levels on 19,115 individuals in-

cluded in FINRISK 1992-2007. In Article II, we used measurements of Low Density 

Lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol levels on 15,626 individuals included in FINRISK 1992-

2007. In article III, we used measurements of lipid levels on 21,320 unrelated individuals 

included in FINRISK 1992-2012. We further used serum levels of 51 biomarkers repre-

senting inflammation, metabolism, vascular function, oxidative stress, coagulation, renal 

function, angiogenesis, and myocardial necrosis from 5,267 unrelated individuals in-

cluded in the FINRISK 1997. The details about lipid and biomarker measurements are 

given in [5] and [71]. 
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We excluded individuals on lipid-lowering medication from the analyses in ar-

ticles I, II and III. Phenotypic values D = (c#,… , cl)
m for E individuals were adjusted 

by the covariates sex, age, age^2 and the first few Principal Components (PCs) of pop-

ulation structure72 using the following linear model 
 

D = } + èí+ %	, 

 

where } is the regression intercept, è is a matrix of dimension E × ë with values of ë 

covariate values, í are the effect size estimates of the covariates and % is normal noise 

with mean 0 and variance Ò>%. The covariate adjustments were performed with the sta-

tistical software R73 using the lm() function. Regression residuals were normalized in R 

using a rank-based transformation  

 

cp = ΦX# U
Bp − 0.5

E
Y 

 

to the standard normal distribution74, where Bp is the rank of the ùth regression residual 

and ΦX#(⋅) is the inverse cumulative function of the normal distribution. 

PC analysis was performed from the estimated Genetic Relatedness Matrix 

(GRM) ˙. The elements of ˙ are computed as 

 

˙pú =
1

d
∑

;kℓp − 21vℓ>;kℓú − 21vℓ>

21vℓ(1 − 1vℓ)

g

ℓT#

	, 

 

where kℓp and kℓú  are respectively the number of copies of the minor allele for the ùth 

and –th individual at the ℓth variant and 1vℓ is the sample frequency of the minor allele at 

the ℓth variant. We estimated the GRM using the software package EIGENSOFT72,75 and 

a set of LD pruned variants outside long-range LD regions76 with MAF greater than 5% 

and imputation quality score above 0.95. In article III, we performed PC analyses sepa-

rately for FINRISK 1992-2012 and FINRISK 1997. 
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3.2.3 Phenotype simulations 
 

We simulated datasets in all projects to validate our statistical methods. Our simulations 

were based on real genotype data on individuals from the Finnish population or the 

UKBB. In article I, we used FINRISK genotype data for variants in the PCSK9 locus on 

chromosome 1. In article II, we performed genome-wide simulations over 100 GWAS 

regions (outside the HLA region) based on GWAS meta-analyses for lipid traits5, coro-

nary artery disease6, Crohn’s disease7, schizophrenia8, and type 2 diabetes9 in FINRISK 

and NFBC1966 data. We further performed simulations with UKBB genotype data for 

variants in the ABO locus on chromosome 9. In article III, we utilized UKBB data for 

98 of the 100 GWAS regions from project II. 

 Datasets were generated by using the following linear model 

 

D =∑É$j$
$∈@

+ %	, 

 

where A is the set of causal variants, j$ is the vector of standardized genotypes at the 

£th causal variant, É$ is the standardized effect size of the £th variant and % is normal 

noise with mean 0 and variance Ò>%. In article I and II, we set the residual variance 

 

Ò>
% = 1 −∑É$

%

$∈@

	. 

 

We specified the effect sizes of the causal variants so that the statistical power was ap-

proximately 0.5 at the genome-wide significance threshold of 5 ´ 10-8 with 18,834 indi-

viduals in article I and 5,363 in article II. In article III, we set the residual variance Ò>% =

1 − ℎ%, where ℎ% is the regional heritability, and specified the joint effect sizes of the 

causal variants such that in the true causal configuration the variants accounted for dif-

ferent proportions of the regional heritability.  
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3.2.4 Single-variant association testing 
 

In lipid and biomarker analyses, we performed single-variant association testing with a 

linear regression model implemented in the software SNPTEST77. SNPTEST requires 

genotype probability data for a set of variants and a list of individuals. For a biallelic 

variant, the ùth individual has three genotype probabilities 

 

Pr2/2 = Pr(ùth	individual	has	genotype	"/") 

Pr2/< = Pr(ùth	individual	has	genotype	"/$) 

Pr</< = Pr(ùth	individual	has	genotype	$/$) 

 

Using the option -method expected, SNPTEST performs association testing from 

expected allele dosages. For the ùth individuals, the expected allele dosages of allele B 

is 

 

E[kp] = 0 × Pr2/2 + 1 × Pr2/< + 2 × Pr</<	. 

 

The expected allele dosages are used in an individual linear regression for each variant  

 

D = } + Éℓjℓ + %	, (6) 

 

where D is the vector of phenotypic values for E individuals, } is the regression inter-

cept, jℓ is a vector of expected allele dosages at the ℓth variant for E individuals, Éℓ is 

the effect size of the variant, and % is normal distributed residual error with mean 0 and 

variance Ò>%. SNPTEST outputs the MLE and its SE for the effect size parameter Éℓ as 

well as a P-value for testing the hypothesis that Éℓ = 0 against Éℓ ≠ 0. 

We performed single-variant association testing in each simulated dataset by 

applying linear regression as implemented in the lm() function in R. This function out-

puts the MLE and its SE for the effect size parameter Éℓ. 
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3.2.5 Fine-mapping causal variants 
 

The following is an alternative outline of the statistical fine-mapping model given in 

article I. The outline provides a mathematical derivation of the result in CAVIARBF of 

computing the Bayes factor for assessing the evidence in favor of a causal configuration 

by using only causal variants. The statistical model is built on a Bayesian linear regres-

sion model 

 

D	|	è,# ∼ ’(D	|	è#, Ò*%¯l) 

#	S	+G
% ∼ ’(#	|	∞, +G

%Ò*%HI>	, 

 

where D is a standardized vector of phenotypic values for E individuals, è is a matrix of 

dimension E ×d with standardized genotypes of d  variants in the region, # are the 

standardized effect sizes, HI = diag;JI3, JI4, … , JI.>  with JIℓ = 1  if Kℓ = 1  and 

JIℓ ≈ 10X/ if Kℓ = 0, and Ò*% ≈ V(D) = 1 is the residual variance that we assume to be 

close to one because of small effect sizes typical in GWAS. The indicator vector 9 rep-

resents different configurations of causal variants by setting elements equal to one if a 

variant is causal and zero, otherwise. Integrating out the effect size parameters yields an 

analytic form for the marginal likelihood for 9 

 

I;D	S	è,9, +G
%> = 0’(D	|	è#, ¯l)	’;#	|	∞, +G

%HI>	d# 

= ’;D	|	∞, ¯l + +G
%èHIè

m> 

∝ det;¯g + +G
LHIè

mè>
X# %⁄

 

× exp ◊
1

2
Dmè;+G

X%HI +èmè>
X#
èmDÿ	, 

(7) 

 

where I used, in line 2, the Matrix determinant lemma  
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det(:l×l + Ml×2ƒ2×2N2×l)

= det(:l×l) det(ƒ2×2) det;ƒ2×2
X# + N2×l:l×l

X# Ml×2> 

 

and Woodbury matrix identity 

 

(:l×l +Ml×2ƒ2×2N2×l)
X#

= :l×l
X# − :l×l

X# Ml×2;ƒ2×2
X# + N2×l:l×l

X# Ml×2>
X#
N2×l:l×l

X#  

 

to reduce computational complexity. This step is different from the marginal likelihood 

derivation in section 2.3.1 in article I where the following affine transformation was used 

 

≈* = E#/% Ṅ#v 

 

to obtain an expression for the marginal likelihood for 9. Instead, I replace (D, è) with 

;≈*, Ṅ> in Equation (7) by substitution where 

 

ñ⋅ℓ
m D = √E�̂ℓ	 

èmD = √E≈*	

èmè = EṄ	. 

 

This yields the following expression for the marginal likelihood for 9 

 

I;D	S	è,9, +G
%> ∝ det;¯g + 1I Ṅ>

X# %⁄
exp ◊

1

2
≈*m;1I

X# + Ṅ>
X#
≈*ÿ 

= det;¯g + 1I Ṅ>
X# %⁄  

× exp ◊
1

2
≈*m ±ṄX# − ṄX#;÷I + ṄX#>

X#ṄX#≤ ≈*ÿ 

= det;¯g + 1I Ṅ>
X# %⁄  

× exp ◊
1

2
≈*m ṄX#≈* −

1

2
≈m;Ṅ÷I Ṅ + Ṅ>

X#
≈*ÿ	, 

(8) 
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where I defined 1I = E+G
%HI and applied in line 2 the Woodbury matrix identity to the 

inverse matrix in the exponential function. I now partition the GWAS summary data 

;≈*, Ṅ> into components of 3 causal variants A and d− 3 non-causal variants ’ to ob-

tain an expression for the marginal likelihood such that its evaluation requires only in-

formation about the causal variants. That is, I write the z-scores as 

 

≈* = Ù
≈*@
≈*P

ˆ 

 

and permute the rows and columns of the correlation matrix Ṅ  and ÷I such that 

 

Ṅ = •
Ṅ
@@

Ṅ
@P

Ṅ
P@

Ṅ
PP

¶ 

÷I = Ù
÷@@ ∞
∞ ÷PP

ˆ = V
÷@@ ∞
∞ ∞

W 

Ṅ÷I Ṅ + Ṅ = •
Ṅ
@@ + Ṅ

@@÷@@ Ṅ@@ Ṅ
@P + Ṅ

@@÷@@ Ṅ@P
Ṅ
P@ + Ṅ

P@÷@@ Ṅ@@ Ṅ
PP + Ṅ

P@÷@@ Ṅ@P
¶	, 

 

where I have set ÷PP = ∞ in order to derive the Bayes factor for assessing the evidence 

in favor of a causal configuration by using only causal variants. Using the general result 

for inversion of a 2 × 2 block matrix 

 

V
: Q

R S
W
X#

= Ù
:X# + :X#Q(S − R:X#Q)X#R:X# −:X#Q(S− R:X#Q)X#

−(S − R:X#Q)X#R:X# (S − R:X#Q)X#
ˆ	. 

 

I rewrite the quadratic forms in the exponential function of Equation (8) as 

 

≈*m ṄX#≈* = ≈*@
m Ṅ

@@
X#≈*@

+ ≈*@
m Ṅ

@@
X#Ṅ

@P;ṄPP − Ṅ
P@

Ṅ
@@
X#Ṅ

@P>
X#Ṅ

P@
Ṅ
@@
X#≈*@−2≈*@

m Ṅ
@@
X#Ṅ

@P;ṄPP

− Ṅ
P@

Ṅ
@@
X# Ṅ

@P>
X#
≈*P + ≈*P

m ;ṄPP − Ṅ
P@

Ṅ
@@
X# Ṅ

@P>
X#
≈*P 
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and 

 

≈*m;Ṅ÷I Ṅ + Ṅ>
X#
≈*

= ≈*@
m Ù;Ṅ@@ + Ṅ

@@÷@@ Ṅ@@>
X#

+ ;Ṅ@@ + Ṅ
@@÷@@ Ṅ@@>

X#
;Ṅ@P

+ Ṅ
@@÷@@ Ṅ@P> VṄPP + Ṅ

P@÷@@ Ṅ@P

− ;ṄP@ + Ṅ
P@÷@@ Ṅ@@>;Ṅ@@ + Ṅ

@@÷@@ Ṅ@@>
X#
;Ṅ@P

+ Ṅ
@@÷@@ Ṅ@P>W

X#
;ṄP@ + Ṅ

P@÷@@ Ṅ@@>;Ṅ@@ + Ṅ
@@÷@@ Ṅ@@>

X#
ˆ ≈*@

− 2≈*@
m;Ṅ@@ + Ṅ

@@÷@@ Ṅ@@>
X#
;Ṅ@P

+ Ṅ
@@÷@@ Ṅ@P> VṄPP + Ṅ

P@÷@@ Ṅ@P

− ;ṄP@ + Ṅ
P@÷@@ Ṅ@@>;Ṅ@@ + Ṅ

@@÷@@ Ṅ@@>
X#
;Ṅ@P

+ Ṅ
@@÷@@ Ṅ@P>W

X#
≈*P

+ ≈*P
m VṄPP + Ṅ

P@÷@@ Ṅ@P

− ;ṄP@ + Ṅ
P@÷@@ Ṅ@@>;Ṅ@@ + Ṅ

@@÷@@ Ṅ@@>
X#
;Ṅ@P

+ Ṅ
@@÷@@ Ṅ@P>W

X#
≈*P 

= ≈*@
m;Ṅ@@ + Ṅ

@@÷@@ Ṅ@@>
X#
≈*@

+ ≈*@
m Ṅ

@@
X#Ṅ

@P;ṄPP − Ṅ
P@

Ṅ
@@
X#Ṅ

@P>
X#Ṅ

P@
Ṅ
@@
X#≈*@

− 2≈*@
m Ṅ

@@
X#Ṅ

@P;ṄPP − Ṅ
P@
Ṅ
@@
X#Ṅ

@P>
X#
≈*P

+ ≈*P
m ;ṄPP − Ṅ

P@
Ṅ
@@
X#Ṅ

@P>
X#
≈*P 	. 

 

I also rewrite the determinant in Equation (8) as 

 

det;¯g + 1I Ṅ> = det UÙ
¯2 + ÷@@ Ṅ@@ Ṅ

@P

∞ ¯gX2
ˆY = det;¯2 + ÷@@ Ṅ@@>	. 
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This means that the exponential function in the marginal likelihood in Equation (8) can 

be evaluated by using only information about the causal variants 

 

I;D	S	è,9, +G
%> ∝ det;¯g + 1I Ṅ>

X# %⁄
exp ◊

1

2
≈*m ṄX#≈* −

1

2
≈m;Ṅ÷I Ṅ + Ṅ>

X#
≈*ÿ 

= det;¯2 + 1@@ Ṅ@@>
X# %⁄  

× exp ◊
1

2
≈*@
m Ṅ

@@
X#≈*@ +

1

2
≈*@
m;Ṅ@@ + Ṅ

@@÷@@ Ṅ@@>
X#
≈*@ÿ	. 

 

I can thus evaluate the Bayes factor for assessing the evidence in favor of a causal con-

figuration 9 against the null configuration 9È by using a ratio of normal densities evalu-

ated at the z-scores of the causal variants 

 

BF(K ∶ KÈ) =
I;D	S	è,9, +G

%>

I;D	Sè,9È, +G
%>

= det;Ṅ@@>
X# %⁄

det;Ṅ@@>
X#/%

T 	det;¯2 + ÷@@ Ṅ@@>
X# %⁄

 

× exp ◊
1

2
≈@
m Ṅ

@@
X#≈@ +

1

2
≈*@
m;Ṅ@@ + Ṅ

@@÷@@ Ṅ@@>
X#
≈*@ÿ 

=
’;≈*@	|	∞, Ṅ@@ + Ṅ

@@÷@@ Ṅ@@>

’;≈*@	|	∞, Ṅ@@>
	. 
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4 RESULTS 
 

4.1 Efficient and accurate GWAS summary statistics-based 
fine-mapping using stochastic search 

 
Privacy concerns and the logistics of sharing individual-level data have led to the devel-

opment of statistical fine-mapping methods that work directly on GWAS summary 

data12,19-23. Working with GWAS summary data instead of individual-level genotype-

phenotype data is computationally attractive, because the GWAS summary data size is 

much smaller. Computational improvements in statistical fine-mapping methods have 

also been achieved by optimizing likelihood evaluations through linear algebra factori-

zations21. However, fine-mapping causal variants is a combinatorial problem and fine-

mapping methods previously19-21 relied on computationally expensive exhaustive search. 

Through the intuition that the majority of possible causal configurations have 

small posterior probability and can thus be neglected, we approached this hard combi-

natorial problem by implementing an ultra-fast shotgun stochastic search algorithm in 

the FINEMAP software22. We showed that stochastic search in FINEMAP is computa-

tionally efficient and yields accurate results by comparing it to the state-of-the-art ex-

haustive search implemented in CAVIARBF. In simulations, we generated datasets with 

150 variants of which five were causal. The causal variants were selected such that there 

was at least one non-causal variant with absolute correlation above 0.5 with a causal 

variant. This selection of causal variant was chosen to verify whether a stochastic search 

can deal with highly correlated proxies.  

We showed that stochastic search is as accurate as exhaustive search by com-

paring the posterior probability of causality for each variant from CAVIARBF and 

FINEMAP. The largest absolute difference between the posterior probabilities was 0.11 

with the median being smaller than 6 ´ 10-4. We also noticed that FINEMAP achieves 

even higher accuracy when the maximum number of allowed causal variants in CAVI-

ARBF must be restricted due to combinatorial explosion.  
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Furthermore, we demonstrated that stochastic search performs fine-mapping in 

a fraction of the processing time of exhaustive search. We performed fine-mapping in 

simulated datasets with varying numbers of variants. The processing time for the sto-

chastic search implemented in FINEMAP remained approximately constant as a function 

of the number of variants in the region and increased only marginally with increasing 

maximum allowed number of causal variants. The computational efficiency of FINE-

MAP is due to the stochastic search, which starts to concentrate quickly on regions of 

the model space where high posterior probability models can be found. In contrast, we 

observed that increasing the number of variants in CAVIARBF results in a combinatorial 

explosion that significantly extends the processing time of the implemented exhaustive 

search. To investigate how computationally inefficient exhaustive search is, we also per-

formed fine-mapping in datasets with a few hundred variants and varied the maximum 

allowed numbers of causal variants. We observed that the difference in processing times 

between stochastic and exhaustive search become even more accentuated.  

Computationally expensive exhaustive search restricts fine-mapping to a few 

hundred variants. The efficiency of FINEMAP scales up fine-mapping to regions with 

thousands of variants, thus enabling the extraction of valuable information which could 

otherwise remain undetected due to the limitations of previous methods. For example, 

fine-mapping of the association between PON1 serum levels and a genomic region of 

7.5 mega bases with 16,189 variants around the PON1 gene was completed in about 14 

minutes using FINEMAP v1.3, while allowing for maximally ten causal variants to en-

able identification of the large number of known PON1 variants37. 

 

4.2 Importance of choosing the correct LD information in 
GWAS summary statistics-based fine-mapping 

 
Fine-mapping methods that work directly on GWAS summary statistics require as input 

estimates of pairwise correlations between the variants. Previously, it has been thought 

that correlation estimates could be obtained from publicly available reference genotype 

data such as the 1000GP32 or the HRC35. However, the impact of this strategy had not 
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been studied previously. Motivated by feedback from FINEMAP users on the perfor-

mance of the 1000GP data for obtaining correlation estimates, we studied the conse-

quences of misspecification of correlations that could happen when publicly available 

reference genomes are used. 

As a motivating example, we fine-mapped the association of the APOE locus to 

LDL cholesterol level. Using correlations between variants from the same genotype data 

on the same samples used in GWAS yielded the highest evidence for the two well-known 

missense variants, rs7412 and rs429358, as well as a third variant rs35136575, which 

had been identified in an earlier targeted study of the APOE locus78. Performing fine-

mapping using the same GWAS summary statistics with correlation estimates obtained 

from the 1000GP data resulted in different results. There was still high evidence for 

rs7412 and rs35136575 to be causal, but rs429358 showed no evidence of being causal. 

Additionally, several variants which showed no evidence of being causal with correla-

tion estimates computed from the original GWAS genotype data suddenly showed deci-

sive evidence of being causal. 

The APOE example motivated us to conduct comprehensive simulations to ex-

amine the performance of reference genotype panels. We used genotype data from 5,363 

samples from the NFBC1966 study for phenotype simulations and generation of GWAS 

summary statistics. We used genotype data from the FINRISK study to create reference 

genotype panels with 100, 1,000 and 5,000 samples. We computed correlations between 

variants from the same NFCB1966 genotype data used to generate the GWAS summary 

statistics, as well as generating correlations from the FINRISK reference panels. Fine-

mapping using NFBC1966 GWAS summary statistics was performed by using either 

NFBC1966 or FINRISK correlation estimates. Comparison of the two sets of fine-map-

ping results showed that correlation estimates obtained from reference panels with 100 

samples perform significantly worse than using correlation estimates from the original 

NFBC1966 GWAS data. However, reference panels with at least 1,000 samples 

achieved very comparable performance compared to using the original NFBC1966 

GWAS genotype data to obtain correlation estimates. 
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 We also investigated the performance of reference panels when the GWAS sam-

ple size is 50,000 and noticed that the size of the reference panel needs to scale with the 

GWAS sample size. In particular, a reference panel size of 1,000 samples that performed 

well with a GWAS sample size of about 5,000 samples was no longer adequate with a 

GWAS sample size of 50,000. A reference panel size of 10,000 was needed to achieve 

the same performance as using the original GWAS genotype data to estimate correla-

tions. We further confirmed this empirical result that the size of the reference panel needs 

to scale proportionally with the GWAS sample size by studying theoretically the asymp-

totic behavior of the posterior probabilities for a pair of variants.  

This finding has important consequences for the application of all fine-mapping 

methods using GWAS summary statistics from GWAS consortia in which correlation 

estimates from each participating study are typically not available. For that reason, we 

provided the LDstore79 software to help compute and share correlation estimates in this 

setting. 

 

4.3 Heritability estimation from fine-mapped variants and 
large effect size regions 

 

The output from FINEMAP is a list of causal configurations and their posterior proba-

bilities, as well as the posterior probability of causality for each individual variant. These 

probabilities contain all the information needed for downstream analyses in fine-mapped 

regions. 

 We implemented a method for the estimation of effect sizes and regional herit-

ability in FINEMAP to shed light on the regional genetic architecture of complex phe-

notypes. To verify our implementation of regional heritability decomposition into causal 

variants, we compared FINEMAP with the variance components model implemented in 

BOLT42 and the fixed-effect model implemented in HESS43 which are based on funda-

mentally different model assumptions. In simulated datasets with few causal variants, 

we observed that FINEMAP and BOLT are nearly unbiased and provide accurate uncer-

tainty quantification of the regional heritability. In contrast, HESS was downward biased 
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and showed low precision in the estimates. This is likely due to the regularization method 

in HESS removing too much signal from the data, because deactivating the regulariza-

tion solved the problem for small levels of regional heritability. 

 In our biomarker analysis with 5,265 Finnish samples, we investigated whether 

there is a residual polygenic signal in the biomarker-associated regions by comparing 

the heritability estimates from FINEMAP with BOLT and HESS. We indeed noticed 

that heritability estimates from FINEMAP were 20% lower than those from BOLT. A 

possible explanation is that FINEMAP underestimates and BOLT overestimates the re-

gional heritability when the sample size is small, but there could also be a true polygenic 

signal in these regions. HESS showed downward bias in our biomarker analysis which 

could not be solved by deactivating the regularization method in HESS. Scaling the anal-

ysis for lipid traits from 5,265 Finns to 21,320 Finns shows good agreement between 

FINEMAP and BOLT, whereas HESS estimates were consistently lower. 

 FINEMAP was developed for genomic regions where variants have small effect 

sizes as are typical in GWAS. This allowed us to fix residual variance parameters in the 

model to one. However, this approximation does not work with large-effect size regions 

such as in our biomarker analysis. Fine-mapping biomarker-associated regions with a 

wide range of heritability levels motivated us to develop the statistical model further to 

handle large-effect size regions. In the era of biobank-scale data, extending FINEMAP 

in v1.3 to handle large-effect size regions and estimation of regional heritability and 

effect sizes allows for the investigation of regional genetic architecture at the variant 

level. 
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5 DISCUSSION 
 
GWAS discoveries have created robust catalogues of statistical associations between 

thousands of genomic regions and hundreds of phenotypes. Fine-mapping causal vari-

ants in these regions has the potential to help translate GWAS discoveries into drug tar-

gets for the development of new medicines. Several fine-mapping methods19-21,23,24 have 

recently been developed to facilitate this step. This doctoral research presented the de-

velopment of the FINEMAP22 software for fine-mapping causal variants. 

 

5.1 Efficiency and accuracy of fine-mapping 
 
In article I, we implemented a stochastic search algorithm in the FINEMAP software to 

resolve computational shortcomings in existing fine-mapping methods that hindered 

their use in practice. We compared the stochastic search in FINEMAP with the gold 

standard exhaustive search implemented in CAVIARBF67. We showed through compre-

hensive simulations that stochastic search is able to maintain the accuracy of exhaustive 

search while requiring only a fraction of its processing time. For example, FINEMAP 

opened up completely new opportunities by fine-mapping the HDL cholesterol level as-

sociation of the LIPC locus with 20,000 variants in less than 90 seconds while CAVI-

ARBF was estimated to run over 300 years for the same analysis. 

Current datasets, for instance from the UKBB, contain genetic data on 500,000 

individuals at over 90 million variants. According to the authors from the widely used 

software package BOLT42, one GWAS on UKBB genotype-phenotype data would re-

quire several days to a week using high performance parallel computing and more than 

100 gigabytes of computer memory. Utilizing GWAS results with FINEMAP makes the 

computation independent from the GWAS sample sizes; this allows FINEMAP to cope 

with ever-increasing sample sizes in future GWAS. In contrast to standard GWAS soft-

ware, FINEMAP completes fine-mapping of GWAS regions within minutes to hours on 

an off-the-shelf desktop computer.  
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FINEMAP uses a stochastic search algorithm that generates a list of possible 

causal configurations and their posterior probabilities. We highlighted in article I that 

modeling the whole LIPC locus with FINEMAP enabled the identification of a 3-SNP 

configuration with 190-fold higher likelihood than the top configuration from condi-

tional analysis. The result from FINEMAP suggested that a missense variant and a pro-

moter polymorphism are likely to be causal whereas the lead variant in GWAS had less 

evidence of being causal than a regulatory variant correlated with it. This example shows 

that stochastic search can identify more plausible causal configurations than standard 

conditional analysis. 

Conditional analysis may, however, be an attractive approach if only a single 

causal configuration is required. A single causal configuration may suffice, for instance, 

for phenotype predictions or quantification of the number of causal variants. Conditional 

analysis is, however, lacking probabilistic assessments of the causality for individual 

variants, making it less suitable in downstream analyses such as colocalization of GWAS 

signals or when overlaying fine-mapping results with functional variant annotations. 

Since stochastic search has not yet been comprehensively compared with conditional 

analysis, it is unclear how often the methods give different solutions. It can be expected 

that differences between both approaches become more accentuated in regions with mul-

tiple causal variants and in regions where causal variants are tagged by many variants23. 

 JAM23 is a fine-mapping method with a similar statistical model to FINEMAP. 

It was published after the publication of article I and uses a particular version of the MH 

sampler called Reversible Jump MCMC80 (RJMCMC) as the search strategy. The 

RJMCMC sampler uses delete/change/add moves to explore the high-dimensional 

model space of causal configurations, making RJMCMC comparable to the Shotgun 

Stochastic Search (SSS) algorithm implemented in FINEMAP in terms of fine-mapping 

accuracy. Although SSS is related to MCMC sampling, it improves upon sequential 

MCMC by exploring the whole set of neighboring causal configurations at each step; 

this enables SSS to discover causal configurations with high posterior probability much 

more rapidly than MCMC81. 
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DAP24 is another fine-mapping method with a similar statistical model to FINE-

MAP. It was also published after the publication of article I. DAP uses preselected var-

iants82 with the strongest marginal association and a Bayesian version of conditional 

analysis83 to perform variable selection in GWAS and large effect size regions. The au-

thors simulated datasets where the heritability contribution from causal variants is about 

0.26 to compare DAP to FINEMAP version 1.1, which is not suitable for such large-

effect regions. The performance of DAP’s preselection step has not been validated in 

regions where causal variants have much smaller effects. This would be important to 

show because GWAS regions typically harbor variants with significantly smaller herit-

ability contribution. In GWAS regions, plausible causal configurations could be missed 

by DAP because it preselects variants on the basis of their marginal association statistics, 

but a significant association of causal variants is only highlighted in their joint model 

(see Parkinson’s disease example in section 5.3 of article I). A comprehensive review 

and discussion of all fine-mapping methods under comparable settings is currently lack-

ing and would be useful for the genetics community. 

 

5.2 Importance of choosing the correct LD information 
 
Fine-mapping methods that work on GWAS results require estimates of LD between 

variants. Ideally, LD estimates are obtained from the same genotype data on the same 

individuals that were used in the GWAS. However, LD estimates can also be obtained 

from publicly available reference genotype panels such as the 1000GP and the HRC. 

Alarming signs of incompatibility between GWAS results and LD estimates from refer-

ence panels84, and similar feedback from FINEMAP users, motivated us to investigate 

the impact of using LD estimates from reference panels on fine-mapping accuracy in 

article II. We reported the important practical results that a reference panel can cause 

bias if its size is insufficient compared to the GWAS sample size. This finding has im-

portant consequences for the application of all fine-mapping methods using GWAS re-

sults from GWAS consortia in which accurate LD estimates from each participating 

study are typically not available.  
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 GWAS consortia have thus far approached fine-mapping of causal variants by 

either 1) meta-analyzing results from conditional analysis requiring multiple rounds of 

time-consuming coordination between participating groups85, 2) by performing simplis-

tic fine-mapping under the assumption of a single causal variant in the region to avoid 

LD estimates altogether86,87, or 3) by using a publicly available reference panel or geno-

type data from the largest participating GWAS to obtain LD estimates88, which can be 

inaccurate in the light of article II. 

To explain why misspecification of LD estimates can cause bias, consider the 

scenario of one causal and one non-causal variant. Let the two variants be highly corre-

lated in the original GWAS data but assume that the LD estimate from the reference 

panel underestimates their correlation. By using the LD estimate from the reference 

panel, the fine-mapping method will regard both variants as nearly independent and in-

correctly label both as causal. On the other hand, let the correlation between the two 

variants be moderate, but assume that the LD estimate from the reference panel overes-

timates their correlation. By using the LD estimate from the reference panel, the fine-

mapping model will label both variants as causal in order to make the GWAS results for 

the two variants consistent with their LD estimate. 

Using conditional analysis implemented in the GCTA software and LD esti-

mates from a reference panel, fine-mapping efforts by the GIANT consortium found on 

average 4.6 causal variants per height-associated region with a standard deviation of 6 

causal variants per region. Interestingly, 19 causal variants were found in a region around 

the IGF1 locus. In light of the results from article II, it would be worthwhile to study this 

region with LD estimates from the original GWAS data to investigate whether external 

LD estimates may have caused false positives. It should be noted that it is currently 

difficult to obtain LD estimates from publicly available reference panels that accurately 

match GWAS results, because the individual ancestry proportions used in imputation of 

each GWAS cohort are unknown. To provide GWAS consortia the possibility to use the 

latest generation of fine-mapping methods, we developed, in article II, the LDstore soft-

ware for sharing LD estimates computed from the original individual-level GWAS gen-

otype data. 
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5.3 Heritability estimation from fine-mapped variants and 
large effect size regions 

 
Ever-increasing sample sizes through large-scale sequencing efforts or biobank projects 

allow for unprecedented causal inference. In article III, we utilized the estimation of 

effect sizes at causal variants to estimate the heritability contribution from causal vari-

ants in GWAS regions. We compared FINEMAP in 110 regions across 51 biomarkers 

on 5,265 Finns with approaches implemented in the software BOLT and HESS that make 

fundamentally different modeling assumptions. Our results showed good concordance 

among all methods in regions with negligible contribution to the genome-wide heritabil-

ity, whereas BOLT and HESS yielded respectively larger and smaller estimates than 

FINEMAP in regions with moderate to high heritability levels. Scaling the analysis for 

lipid traits from 5,265 Finns to 21,320 Finns showed good agreement between FINE-

MAP and BOLT also for moderate to high levels of regional heritability, whereas HESS 

estimates are consistently lower at these levels. Comparison on biobank-scale data sug-

gested that an upward bias of BOLT and a downward bias of FINEMAP could together 

explain the observed difference between the methods. 

One of the ultimate goals in modern genetics research is to reveal the biological 

mechanisms behind phenotype-associated GWAS regions. Comparing regional herita-

bility estimates originating from different model assumptions would therefore provide 

important information about the genetic architecture of each region. In addition to re-

gional heritability estimation, effect size estimates at causal variants could be used for 

genetic risk score evaluations89 or in Mendelian randomization90. Folding in probabilistic 

descriptions about causal variants could be useful in these downstream analyses and, 

where possible, yield a detailed variant-level picture of genetic architecture. 

 

5.4 Impact 
 

Fine-mapping of GWAS regions is one of the great challenges in modern genetics re-

search of complex phenotypes. Innovative, practical and well supported solutions are 
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needed in the post-GWAS era to solve such great challenges. Since its publication in 

2016, the FINEMAP software has already been adopted by various GWAS to investi-

gate, for example, lipid levels85, cytokines and growth factors91, bone mineral density92, 

pulmonary function93, C-reactive protein94, and psychiatric disorders95-97. The availability 

of genotype data and exceptionally rich phenotypic information on all 500,000 UKBB 

participants has also led to the application of FINEMAP and LDstore in biobank studies 

of several phenotypes such as bone mineral density98, physical activity and sleep99 or 

blood cell traits100. This doctoral thesis project has helped set standards of analysis within 

this field and, for the UKBB, it has made fine-mapping as simple and seamless to do as 

running a GWAS using standard GWAS software. For instance, FINEMAP version 1.3 

supporting on-the-fly LD estimation from UKBB genotype data opens up the possibility 

to leverage publicly available UKBB GWAS results (available at 

https://sites.google.com/broadinstitute.org/ukbbgwasresults) for rapid and unparalleled 

fine-mapping of causal variants across thousands of phenotypes. 

In order to contribute to the GWAS field in impactful ways, mere technical in-

novations and focus on implementation of scientific software is not sufficient. Establish-

ing collaborative links with research groups and actively supporting robust and user-

friendly software is key to making statistical methods most accessible to the international 

research community. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE ASPECTS 
 

The last ten years of highly successful GWAS produced a wealth of robust statistical 

associations between genomic regions and various human traits and diseases. The next 

major challenge in genetics research is to understand the biological processes behind 

these statistical associations. Better understanding of the biology underlying the associ-

ated genomic regions is needed to identify genes that could become drug targets for the 

development of new therapeutic interventions. Some evidence has already emerged that 

genetics research can improve decision making at early stages of the drug development 

process3. 

 Fine-mapping is an important post-GWAS analysis that holds the promise of 

advancing the understanding of complex traits and diseases by breaking down GWAS 

associations into causal variants. This doctoral thesis presented the novel contributions 

to fine-mapping methodology that resulted in the FINEMAP software. The role of FINE-

MAP as an innovative, practical solution to the fine-mapping problem has been demon-

strated by comparison to the gold standard state-of-the-art. Confusion about using refer-

ence genotype panels in fine-mapping has been resolved by demonstrating why and 

when misspecification of LD estimates can create problems. The benefits of harnessing 

increased statistical power provided by biobank-scale data for fine-mapping causal var-

iants has been demonstrated by comparing heritability estimates using a fine-mapping 

model to heritability estimates using a polygenic model. 

 While this doctoral thesis has led to important improvements in fine-mapping 

methodology, there exists several methodological directions into which fine-mapping 

can be developed further. For instance, it would be useful to extend FINEMAP to multi-

phenotype and cross-population fine-mapping analysis to increase statistical power. This 

will be crucial for large-scale meta-analysis of GWAS in phenotype rich biobank pro-

jects across populations with varying ancestries. Another way to develop FINEMAP 

further is to fold in functional variant annotations in order to improve fine-mapping res-

olution in high LD regions. Such a feature would also enable extraction of additional, 

valuable biological information from GWAS regions. 
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 In conclusion, this doctoral thesis presented and demonstrated cutting-edge in-

novations in statistical fine-mapping methodology. The fact that many research groups 

have already adopted FINEMAP in their projects shows that the community finds it a 

useful tool that could potentially bring human genetics research a step closer towards 

discovering new genes and genetic variants that would become drug targets for the de-

velopment of new medicines. 
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